
























Canaan Highway Department 2019 
This year was a very trying year because of all of the flooding on July 
11. 
We spent most of the summer 
rebuilding roads and replacing 
culverts that were washed out 
We had to put most of our 
summer projects on hold. All of 
our paving was put off until 
2020. The culvert replacement 
on Prospect Hill Road was put 
off until next year.   
We did manage to get the 
10,000 cubic yards of sand put 
up for this winter and we 
crushed 5,000 cubic yards of 
gravel. 
We also completed some road 

























In 2020, if all goes well, we should be able to get the Prospect Hill 
Road culvert done, complete Potato Road Bridge, and pave Potato 
Road. We should also shim some of the worst sections of paved road 
on Turnpike, Gristmill, and Switch roads. Depending on funding, we 
may be able to complete additional paving. 
I would like to give a big thanks to the Town Of Hanover, City Of 
Lebanon, Town of Enfield and the City Of Claremont for their help in 



















I would also like to thank my crew for doing a great job this year. Their 
long hours plowing, salting and sanding roads through way too many 








Respectfully Submitted,  
 Robert Scott  
Highway Superintendent    
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Canaan Town Mechanic  
2019 Report 
 
For the third year in a row, the Town saved $34,000 in equipment 
repair costs. 
 
We added some new garage equipment in 2019. A new carbide cut-off 
saw and plasma cutter were added.  
 
Major projects included: 
• Repair of the hydraulic lines on 
the old live floor trailer 
• Replacement of fuel lines on the 
over the road tractor 
• Adjustment of the door on the 
new live floor trailer 
• Repair of oil leaks and the 
rotating table on the excavator 
• Repair and rebuild of the blazer 
• Replacement of the lower control 
arms on two police cruisers 
• Two repairs of the wing plow on a one ton truck 
 
The repairs were remarkably light in spite of all the work that the 
equipment did in 2019. 
 
We fully anticipate further savings next year that will go towards 
holding down the need for a tax increase. 
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CFD RUN STATISTICS 
 
Alarm Activations - 19 
Alarms CMS - 11 
Alarms MVRHS - 2 
Auto Accidents - 41 
Auto Fires - 5 
Brush/Grass Fires - 1 
Building Fire (Canaan) - 5 
Building Fire (Enfield) - 4 
Building Fire (Grafton) - 2 
Building Fire (Hanover) - 3 
Building Fire (Lebanon) - 3 
Building Fire (Springfield) - 1 
Building Fire (Danbury) - 1 
Chimney Fires - 4 
CO Problem - 15 
Electrical Problem - 5 
EMS Assists - 19 
Fire (Other) - 2 
Flooded Basements - 5 
Gas/Oil Leaks - 4 
Illegal Burn - 8 
Mutual Aid Enfield (Other) - 7 
Mutual Aid Grafton (Other) - 3 
Mutual Aid Hanover (Station 
Coverage) - 2 
Mutual Aid Lebanon (Station 
Coverage) - 3 
Mutual Aid Danbury (Station 
Coverage) - 1 
Odor Investigations - 5 
Other - 2 
Search and Rescue - 5 
Service Calls - 34 
Smoke Investigations - 4 
Trees/Wires Down - 40 
Water/Ice Rescue - 2 
Water Problem - 10 
 
Total Incidents:  278 
 
In checking the numbers, the highest number of calls is for automobile 
accidents where we extricate people from vehicles that are severely 
damaged, clean up fluid spills from vehicles, and provide traffic control 
so fire and EMS responders can operate safely at scenes. This is the 
most dangerous situation we encounter as responders since motorists 
nationwide are frequently driving into accident scenes injuring and 
killing emergency responders. Daily we receive notices of a Line Of 
Duty Death related to this type of hazard.  We responded to 19 building 
fires in our mutual aid area for the towns listed above. Due to our level 
of staffing, training and equipment we have been designated as a Rapid 
Intervention Team for the towns of Lebanon and Hanover when they 
experience a first alarm building fire.  The weather generated 40 calls 
for trees and wires down, to which we now respond using Car 1, Utility 
1, Rescue and Engine 2 if required.  This enables us to leave Engine 1 
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This year the Canaan Firefighters ’Association made large donations to 
help defray the expenses for outfitting the two new vehicles and other 
equipment.  We were able to make the donations because of grants that 
were written,  money raised at Old Home Day and donations .  Here is 
the breakdown list: 
 
Forestry Skid unit from Fire Tech and Safety  $ 5,450.00 
Command Vehicle Purchase Tahoe 2019  $ 4,855.00 
NH Firefighters Association Members Life Insurance $    600.00 
Cold Water Suits and Gear    $    775.50 
6 Portable Kenwood Radios    $    961.86  
Outfitting Utility 1 Truck with lights, radios  $ 6,651.08 
Water Rescue Training for 2 members   $    200.00 
Car Fire Training     $    160.65 
Station Supplies     $    139.45 
 
Total       $12,488.54 
 
This has been a very busy year as evidenced by the increase in calls, the 
trucks purchased and put in service, the amount of fundraising by the 
department, training and details completed. This would not be possible 
without the commitment and dedication of the members. We wish to 
thank all the members and families for the time and effort put into 
serving the fire department and community. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
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Canaan Police Department 









It gives me great pleasure to share with the citizens of Canaan, your 
police department’s 2019 annual town report.   As you know we are 
living in a time where there is a general lack of respect for people and 
especially for law enforcement. I want to take this opportunity to 
personally say thank you to the citizens of Canaan and the surrounding 
communities for your continued trust and support.  
 
As part of the job we often have to deal with people who are having 
one of the hardest times of their lives. The men and women of the 
Canaan Police Department continue to work extremely hard and are 
committed to serving the citizens to the highest standard. Our staff 
works demanding hours and each and every one of them are continually 
willing to dedicate many hours of overtime in an effort to provide the 
Town the standard of coverage that we know is expected of us.  
 
The Canaan Police Benevolent Association again held its annual 5K 
“Run From the Law.” This race was held on Old Home Day weekend 
and featured a course that wound through the beautiful campus of 
Cardigan Mountain School as well as the picturesque Canaan Street 
Lake area. We had approximately 150 participants and a lot of 
volunteers and sponsors that helped us make this a very successful fund 
raising event for the Canaan Police Benevolent Association which in 
part provides an annual college scholarship for local students.  
 
We also volunteered time doing community events like Christmas in 
Canaan, the Canaan Hardware safety expo, giving away popcorn at 
Canaan Elementary’s open house, giving tours of the police station and 
cruisers to the kids and distributing presents for the Holiday Helper 







We also did three RAD Self-Defense for Women courses, a Suicide 
Prevention class, a safe bicycle rider initiative, National Night Out with 
Law Enforcement and several other community fundraisers and events.  
We are  selling our Pink Patches to help us raise money and support 
cancer research. These patches were designed by us and are for sale. If 
you would like to puchase them, please contact us. 
 
As a reminder, we have a drug take back box located in the lobby of the 
Police Station. You may drop any unused prescritions for proper 
disposal with no questions asked. This will not only help in keeping 
them from ending up in the wrong hands but is also good for the 
environment.  
 
The Police Department went through numerous 
staffing changes this year. Samuel Provenza went 
to New Hampshire State Police and Courtland 
Smith went to the Enfield Police Department. 
Officer Wayne Agan retired and is doing well in 
civilian life. We wish all of them and their families 
the very best in their future endeavors.  
 
We also added some new staff;  Officer Noah 
Gooch came to us as a certified full-time officer 
and was previously with the Sunapee Police 
Department.  He grew up in the area and graduated from Mascoma 
High School. Sgt. Ryan Porter came back to us from the Enfield Police 
Department.  Lisa Davis came to us back in February filling our 
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Administrative Assistant’s position that had been open since October of 
2018. We would like to welcome all of them to the Canaan Police 
Department. Sgt. Todd Baravalle finished up his 19th year with the 
department and as always has been a great asset to the town. Officer 
Matthew Bunten continues his role as the School Resource Officer. He 
has done a great job in the schools and is respected by the staff and 
students.  Officer Nenia Corcoran has been with us just over a year now 
and has done a great job with our social, medial and community 
policing. 
 
Lastly I wanted to let you know that we were able to obtain over 
$32,000.00 in grants for new equipment and extra patrols in our 
ongoing efforts to apprehend unsafe drivers, as well as DWI 
enforcement and our growing drug issues.  These grants assist us in 
keeping the tax burden off the citizens of Canaan. We also completed 
our new sign in front of the building. I would like to thank Jeremy 
Houston and his company Cardigan Mountain Ironwerx of Canaan, 
Hypertherm of Lebanon, Bright Idea Electric of Croydon and all the 
others that helped make this possible.  
 
The Canaan Police Department and all Town Emergency Services are 
dispatched by Hanover Dispatch.  If you need to reach the police 
department, dial 523-7400.  If an officer is not in the building, the call 
will be forwarded to Dispatch who will be able to reach an officer for 
you. If you have an emergency, please Dial 9-1-1.   
 
As always, it is an honor for me to represent the fine men and women 
of the Canaan Police Department by writing this annual report. I look 
forward to continuing to serve the Town of Canaan as its Chief of 
Police. If you ever have any questions or concerns about the Police 
Department, feel free to contact me at 523-7400, email me at 
sfrank@canaanpolice.com or feel free to stop in.  Also I urge to you 
like our Facebook page or follow us on Instagram at Canaannh_police 
as we often put important updates and announcements out to the public 





Samuel W. Frank II 
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Transfer Station 2019 Report 
Disposal Report 2019 
Trash – Tons Hauled to Lebanon 1,120 
Cost Per Ton Disposal  $75 
Cost Per Ton Hauling  $.50   
Cost Per Ton Disposal $75.50 
Recycling Report  2019 
Tons Recycled  324.71 
Recycling Rate  26% 
Total Income  $  9,361.17 
Total Cost Hauling  $  4,090.00 
Total Processing Cost   $ 19,061.17 
Cost Per Ton Hauling  $12.59 
Cost of Processing $58.70 
Income Per Ton  applied to cost -$28.82 
Net Cost Per Ton Recycling  $42.47 
Recycling Saves $30.03/ton 
132
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TRANSFER  STATION RULES 
GREEN Canaan sticker or  
ORANGE Town of Orange  
sticker is required  
1. It is illegal for any person to place or cause to be placed any waste
in or around the town’s Transfer Station when the facility is not
open to the public.
2. The transfer station is for Canaan and Orange residents only. 
Permits to use the facility are required. 
3. Recycling is encouraged in order to save cost of trash disposal. The
Transfer  Station  is  for  household wastes only. 
NO COMMERCIAL WASTE DISPOSAL. BUSINESS RECYCLING IS OK.
4. Resident users shall follow the directions of the Transfer
Station attendants at all times.
5. Bulky waste like furniture and mattresses and construction waste
must go to Lebanon Landfill – call 298-6486 or 298-7872 OR there
will be two collections a year at the Transfer Station.
ITEMS THAT REQUIRE  A DISPOSAL FEE
Fr e on A pp l i a nce s Refrigerators-Freezers- Air
Conditioners-Dehumidif iers. Al l  contents and
doors must be removed prior to drop off .
$10.00
T elevisions,  Comp ute r s,  Monitors   $15.00
Microwaves  $5 
P r o p a n e T a nk s         20#  t a nk s  ar e $ 1 a n d l a r g er  a r e $ 1 0  
F l or e s c e n t  B ul b s    50 ¢ e a c h  
T i res   $2.00 Passenger Tire -  $5.00  Truck Tire 
     Transfer Station Hours 
Sunday     CLOSED 
      Monday      CLOSED 
   Tuesday         2 PM  -    6:00 PM 
     Wednesday       7 AM  -  11:00 AM  
  Thursday    2 PM  -    6:00 PM   
      Friday      7 AM  - 11:00 AM 
      Saturday    8 AM  -   2:00 PM 
134
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Canaan Town Library  
2019 Annual Trustees Report 
Did you know… 
There are more public libraries than Starbucks in the U.S. – a total of 
16,568,including branches. 
Nearly 100% of public libraries provide Wi-Fi and have no-fee access 
to computers. 
In 2019, there were 1.4 billion in-person visits to public libraries across 
the U.S., the equivalent of about 4 million visits each day. That’s 2,664 
per minute. 
There were 113 million attendees at public library programs in 
2019, more than all Major League Baseball, National Football League, 
and National Basketball Association games combined. 
Libraries play a critical role in the happiness of Americans. 
Communities that spend more on libraries, parks and highways are 
shown to support the well-being of community members. * 
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The trustees of the Canaan Town Library are pleased to report that our 
library had a great year, providing a multitude of services and 
programs.  The library has definitely contributed to the happiness of 
many community members! 
 
We would like to praise and thank director Amy Thurber for her 
excellent work of running the library and the wonderful staff for all 
they do. 
 
We welcome any community members interested in serving as 
alternates to the board to speak with Amy or any trustee.  This is a way 
to familiarize yourself with the functions of the board before 
possibly committing to run for a seat vacancy in a future election.  To 




CANAAN TOWN LIBRARY TRUSTEES 
 
Denise Reitsma, Chair 
Susan Remacle, Treasurer 
Kathleen Peters, Secretary 
Angie Robinson 
Laura McDermott 
Susan Nero, alternate 
 






Canaan Town Library 
Librarian’s Report 2019 
COLLECTION 
Adult Books 17114 
Juvenile Books  9228 
Total Books 26342 
Adult Videos 967 
Juvenile Videos 284 
Total Videos 1251 
Adult Audios 668 
Juvenile Audios 132 
Total Audios 800 
Magazines 308 
Music CDs 436 
Artifacts 183 
Museum Passes   8
CIRCULATION  
Total items checked out of the library 35195. (Includes all items 
checked out of library, plus downloaded audio and ebooks, 
database usage, and Interlibrary Loans.) 
Downloadable Books   
Audio books downloaded 3609 
E Books downloaded 1609 
Digital Periodicals 98 
The library pays to belong to the Downloadable Audio Book 
Consortium through the NH State Library. Our patrons have 
access to over 9000 audio books, 13,000 ebook titles, and 150 
digital magazines.  
Database Searches 
EBSCO (magazines)188 
Heritage Quest (genealogy) 270 
Ancestry.com (genealogy) 85 
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Inter-Library Loans   
Loaned to other libraries 1058 
Borrowed by our patrons 1130 
 
Internet Usage   
Individual Sessions 909 
Wireless Sessions 720 
Total 1629 
The wireless service is also available when the library is not 
open, to allow our patrons 24/7 access.  
 
PROGRAM ATTENDANCE 
We hosted and /or took part in 82 programs in 2019.  42 
programs for adults and 40 programs for children.  1439 people 
attended our adult programs and 374 people attended our 




As of December 31, 2019: 3450.  This year we cleaned up our 
library card records and eliminated invalid patron numbers.  
Because of this project, we see a small decrease of .49% in 
library cards from 2018.   
 
This summer, our library went Overdue Fine Free!  That’s 
correct; no longer do we charge overdue material fines.  Why the 
change?  The Library Trustees eliminated overdue fines to 
remove barriers to access and encourage folks to come to the 
library.  We hope that eliminating overdue fines will make it 
easier for people to visit the library, borrow materials, and use 
our services.  How’s this going to work?  You will no longer 
receive a daily late fine on overdue items.  You are still 
responsible for returning your library materials; we do want all 
items back!  The library will still send overdue reminders.  
Materials that are lost or damaged will be your responsibility to 
replace.  Cost of replacement will be applied to user’s account 
and may result in a limited use of the library until payment or 
material returns have been made.  Overdue Museum Passes will 
still accrue fines. 
 
Thanks to the Friends of the Library for continuing to support 
access to genealogy databases, museum passes, and 
programming for all ages.  This year the Friends of the Library 
partnered with the library to Give the Gift of Reading during 
Christmas in Canaan.  Approximately 250 children, infant 
through high school student were able to choose a new book to  
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bring home.  We thank the Friends for helping us encourage 
families to create a love a reading. 
 
Again, we collaborated with the Enfield and Grafton Libraries to 
bring a program for the families of the Mascoma Region during 
our Summer Reading Program.  The Science Tellers program 
demonstrates that science is accessible and fun and that it is 
something anyone can do Each program contains six exciting, 
visual science experiments that demonstrate concepts in physics 
and chemistry. The science portion of the program is designed 
around various Next Generation Science Standards concepts, so 
the content of the show corresponds with curriculum in the 
classroom. For most kids the show will be a healthy mixture of 
familiar concepts and new material within the fields of physics 
and chemistry.  Attendees at this event (hosted at the Mascoma 
Valley Regional High School auditorium) enjoyed an evening of 
self created music and fun.  We are looking forward to 
continuing this partnership with our neighbor libraries. 
 
We continue to offer access to our library catalog, online 
databases, and downloadable audio books and ebooks .  You can 
access all of this from home or visit the library to use the wifi or 
public computers. 
 
Some of the programs offered this year included:  Mother’s Day 
Tea,  An evening with author Saul Lelchuk,  Book sales, Ice 
Cream Social, “Pub” Trivia, the Meetinghouse Readings Series, 
Tech Nights, Summer Reading Programs for kids and adults, 
Fiber Arts Club, Bullet Journal Meet-Ups, Lego Club, Story 
time, and Bookends: a Book Group for Kids Grades 4-6.  We 
were also happy to participate in The Canaan Police 
Department’s National Night Out, and of course, Christmas in 
Canaan. 
 
Thanks are given to our volunteers: Cheryl Stone, Jan Kulig, Ray 
Kulig, Ashlyn McGowan, Alayna Miller, Samantha Smith, Sue 
Smith, Peter Thurber, Laurel  Saulnier, Alicia Campbell, Jenny 
Hooker, Joanna Carr, Katherine Scanlon-Pon, Olivia Clifford, 










Thanks to library staff: Lori Dacier, Jenna McAlister, Nancy 
Pike, and Pam Wotton for their dedication to the library and their 
hard work and great ideas that keep the library evolving and fun.  
Thanks to the Library Trustees for their support and guidance.  
And thanks to all who donated materials, money, and time to 
make the library such a great place. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Amy Thurber  
Library Director, Canaan Town Library  
www.canaanlibrary.org 
(603) 523-9650  
 
 
Getting ready to “Give the Gift of Reading” at Christmas in 
Canaan.    
Librarian , Amy Thurber and volunteer, Susan Nero. 
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LIST  of  SERVICES 
Audio Books 
Adult Book Group  
Children’s Book Group 
Board Games 




Children’s Story Hour  
Community Group 
Meeting Space  
Downloadable Audio 
Books  




Free Cable Internet 
Access  
Friends of the Library  
Genealogy Assistance  
Handicap Accessibility  
Inter-Library Loan  
Kill-A-Watt Meters  
Knitting Needles  
Large Print Materials 
Library Newsletter 
Library Website  
Local Artist Exhibits  
Meetinghouse Readings  
Museum Passes 
Online Card Catalog  
Online Databases  
Online Encyclopedia  
Photocopying  
Programming (author 
visits, speakers, etc.)  
Puzzles 
Reference Assistance  
Rubber Stamps  
School Class Visits  
Story Hour  
Summer Reading 
Program (Adult)  
Summer Reading 
Program (Children)  
Tax Materials  
Volunteering 
Opportunities  
Wireless Internet Access 
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Guests at our Mother’s 
Day Tea. 
Ruth Tucker winner of 
the Best Hat and Penny 
Roman, winner of the 
Best Tea Cup at our 
Mother’s Day Tea Party 
143
Summer Reading Program crafting fun! 
Story Time smiles. 
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2019 Assessing Department 
In 2019 The Board of Selectmen signed a contract with Granite Hill 
Municipal Services to serve as the town’s new assessing company.  You 
may have seen them if your property was scheduled to be looked at this 
year.   Appointments are not scheduled. Their vehicles will be marked 
and the inspector will have an ID.  You should expect a review of your 
property if you applied for a building permit, your property is up to be 
reassessed as part of the periodic revaluation or if there are any changes to 
your property.  The tax year runs April 1st – March 31st which means you 
are taxed for the current year as of how your property stands on April first. 
Making sure you are being taxed correctly is very important.  It is the 
Assessing Departments responsibility to create a list of taxable properties, 
reviewing property tax cards for accuracy.  This includes reviewing 
building permits, exemptions, abatements and credits such as current use, 
veterans and elderly.    
We also rely on you as a property owner to provide us with any changes to 
your property.  I would encourage every property owner to look at their 
tax card on the online system by going to the Town’s website at  
http://canaannh.org/departments/assessing/index.html. On the right hand 
side, there is a place to click on the Online Tax Card/Tax Maps.  The 
User name and passwords are both “public”. 
You can also find a link for the Intent to Cut, Intent to Excavate, 
Application for Current Use, Exemption, and Abatement along with other 
forms on the right hand side of this page. 
One of the functions performed by the Assessing Clerk is processing the 
Intent to Cut Timber, and Intent to Excavate from start to finish.  Once 
you have filed your Intent and the Board of Selectmen has approved it, it 
is sent to the State of New Hampshire DRA.  Once the Cutting or 
Excavating is completed and you return your reports for the April 1st – 
March 31st time frame to the Town Office, I will then calculate the 
Timber/Excavating Tax and prepare the invoices from a formula provided 
by the Department of Revenue.  Please get your reports in after the project 
is completed.  You have until May 15th of each year to submit your 



















New structures require 911 mapping to physically visit and GPS 
the new sites to establish addresses for them to update all data 
bases and notify Postal and Emergency services.  We emphasize 
the importance of your 911 address being visible from the 




Code Enforcement and Health Officers 
Building Statistics 2019 
64 Building Permits were issued. 
Of these, there were 7 commercial permits issued. One major permit was 
issued for a new building at Cardigan Mountain School.  Others included 2 
new cell towers (Industrial Towers and Hanover Regional Dispatch), EK 
Enterprises (Chey Insulation),  603 Deli,  Anson Smith’s red barn and 
Bean’s Pleasant Valley Store. 
8 permit were for new residences and 5 were for new manufactured homes 
The Planning Board approved 5 property line adjustments and 3 new sub-
divisions. 
Sales 
There was a total of 67 arms length transfers of properties in Canaan. 
Code Enforcement 
There were three rental unit code violations, seven health code 
violations and two nuisance violations. All but three were resolved. 





Bill Wilson was Canaan’s Building 
Inspector for the last 15 years.  
During those years he tried to be  
minimally intrusive in the rights  
of property owners using their land  
while still operating a permit system  
to manage new construction. 
 
He also served as health officer and worked to clean up public nuisances 
in Canaan and inspect day care programs and restaurants. 
 
He was also the 911 coordinator that is responsible for working with the 
State to establish a GPS based universal location system for homes and 
businesses. 
 
He did this 2 hours a day, 5 days a week. 
 
Prior to working for Canaan, Bill was a manager for Lucent in 
Connecticut and yes, he moved here because he liked Canaan.   








Canaan Planning Board 2019 
In 2019, the Canaan Planning Board dealt with four formal subdivision 
applications, one voluntary lot merger, five lot line adjustments, and one 
application to place additional dwellings on an existing developed lot.  A 
total of four new lots were created.  Other less formal discussions were 
held for conceptual discussions of proposed projects. This is 
approximately the same number of applications when compared to the 
last five years. 
Work was completed on an update to Canaan’s Master Plan. This 
document should be updated every decade and should reflect the town’s 
vision of the future, including future town needs.   The 2019 Master Plan 
may be viewed at 
 http://www.canaannh.org/boards/planning_board/master-plan-2019.pdf 
The Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), which is a yearly advisory tool 
completed by CIP Committee and used by the Budget Committee and 
Selectboard during their budget deliberations, was prepared and 
distributed. The Committee, chaired by Claude Lemoi, wishes to thank 
department heads for outstanding cooperation, and Mike Samson for 
extensive support.  It may be viewed at 
http://www.canaannh.org/boards/capital_improvement_committee/cip-
2020-final-report.pdf 
In 2018, a conceptual discussion was held with a developer for a two-unit 
condominium.  This would be two separate tiny houses with shared 
driveway, well, and septic on a single lot for year-round occupancy.     At 
that time, state laws prohibited tiny houses, but in 2019, state laws were 
revised to allow tiny houses.   
All the documents, reports, and regulations noted above can be reviewed 
at the Town offices during regular business hours or at the Town of 
Canaan website at Canaannh.org. The Canaan Planning Board meets at 
6:00 PM at the Mascoma Senior Center, 1166 US Route 4 in Canaan on 
the second and fourth Thursdays of each month, except November and 
December where we meet only on the second Thursday of the month. 




Respectfully Submitted,  
 
John Bergeron, Chair  
Claude Lemoi, Vice Chair 
Charles Townsend, Secretary 
David McAlister, Selectboard 
Mary Ledoux, 
Andy Van Abs 
Christopher Wadsworth 
Richard Clancy, Alternate 




Canaan Historic District 
Commission 
The Canaan Historic District is located on Canaan Street and 
includes properties extending from the Old North Church, 
southward along Canaan Street, past the Museum and Meeting 
House, and continuing past the Pinnacle House, to the highest 
point on Canaan Street.  The easterly boundary is Canaan Street 
Lake, and the westerly boundary is a line 500 feet west of 
Canaan Street. 
The purpose of the Historic District Commission is to: 
1.) Preserve those elements that reflect the architectural, 
cultural, social, economic, and political history. 
2.) Conserve property values. 
3.) Foster civic beauty.  
4.) Strengthen the local economy.  
5.) Promote district use for the education, pleasure, and welfare 
of the town. 
An application to the Commission is required whenever a 
building or structure shall be erected, reconstructed, altered, 
restored, moved, demolished, or changed as to use.  Exceptions 
include repairs and interior work.  Regulations, application 




Activity for 2019 included only two applications, one for paint 
colors, and one for rear deck and window alterations, which is 
less activity than recent prior years.  Several meetings included 
discussions of added regulations on shutter colors, fence designs, 
recreational vehicles, camp trailers, boat trailers, solar systems, 
minimum lot size and excess accumulations.  A public hearing 
on these topics was held in June with comments from the public. 
The Commission has submitted draft regulations to the town 
attorney for review, which may result in draft changes in 2020. 
No regulation changes have been adopted at this point.  
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The Commission welcomes attendance at our monthly meeting 
on the third Monday of the month at 7:15 PM in the Mascoma 
Senior Center, 1166 US Route 4 in Canaan.  At these meetings, 
we would be pleased to provide you with general guidance. 
However prior to formal abutter notification, we are not 
permitted to provide detailed project commentary.  The 
Commission is seeking new members; please join us.  
Respectfully submitted, 
Canaan Historic District 
Commission 
John Bergeron, Chair 
Mike Roy, Vice Chair 
Elizabeth Jutila, Secretary 
Scott Borthwick, Selectboard 
Representative  
Mary Noordsy 
Maria Clark, Alternate 
Richard Fox, Alternate 
Thomas Milligan, Alternate 
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Canaan Board of Adjustment 
2019 Annual Report 
The Canaan Board of Adjustment was formed in May of 2012 pursuant 
to New Hampshire laws and hears and decides on appeals form specific 
land use ordinances. In Canaan those appeals may come from 
innovative land use adopted under RSA 674:21 (Drinking Water 
Protection ordinance and Impact Fee ordinance); from Historic District 
Commission ordinance; or from building permits on some roads. The 
Board of Adjustment does not consider subdivision, site plan review, or 
most other ordinances or regulations of the town.  
The Board of Adjustment heard no appeals in 2019. 
Respectfully submitted 
Michael F Roy  
Chairman 
Members:  
Chairman: Michael Roy 2022  
♦Vice Chair: Bill Chabot 2021
♦Secretary/Clerk: Scott Berry 2020
♦Jan Forbush 2020
♦ Dave Shinlinger 2021
♦ Arnold Song 2021
♦Alternate: John Bergeron 2021
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Mascoma River Local Advisory 
Committee 2019 Annual Report  
 
The Mascoma River Local Advisory Committee (MRLAC) is a 
volunteer group of citizen representatives from the  Town of Canaan, 
Town of Enfield and City of Lebanon, N.H. The MRLAC’s 
responsibilities include developing and updating a Mascoma River 
Corridor Management Plan, and monitoring development along the 
river to ensure that it is compliant with state law and the local river 
management plan. This involves reviewing construction permits and 
making site visits to comment on permits as required by NH Dept. of 
Environmental Services (NHDES). 
 
In September we led a team of 10 as part of the Connecticut River 
Conservancy’s “Source to Sea” river cleanup. As it is a tributary of the 
Connecticut River, we chose a portion of the Mascoma River in 
Lebanon. We removed 18 bags of trash, 4 tires, as well as several large 
items from a mile stretch of the river and its neighboring walking trail. 
 
Throughout the year, members attended various meetings of NHDES,  
Mascoma Watershed Conservation Council, as well as meetings of the 











Members of the MRLAC have reviewed 6 applications for permits 
under the Shoreland Protection Act and donated over 55 hours of their 
time in service to their communities. 
The MRLAC also issued comments to the Council on Resources and 
Development (CORD) opposing the proposed lease of state-owned 
lands within the Connecticut River corridor while the City of Lebanon 
is seeking to remediate and redevelop that space for community 
purposes. These comments were echoed by the RMAC in their own 
comments issued to CORD. 
Working in coordination with the NHDES Rivers Program, a grant was 
secured for the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning 
Commission (RPC) to assist the MRLAC with developing an updated 
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Buildings and Grounds 
There were a number of significant repairs in 2019. 
The electrical service was installed at the Wells Annex Cemetery at a 
cost of $2,000. Much of the electrical facilities were replaced on the 
Village Common at a cost of $2,000.  
Powered overhead doors at various locations were repaired 4 times at a 
cost of $3,000. 
An analysis of the air quality was performed in the Town Office and 
mold was found in the carpets and the offices were heavily laden with 
dust from the carpets. In addition, the heating in the back office was 
changed. It was not possible to get the heat in the back office above 60 
degrees without using small heater boxes. 
The cost of the air quality work in 2019 was $3,000 and was only about 
a third of the total health safety engineering cost. The cost of the heat 
and flooring to remediate the problems was $12,000. 
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There was another $10,000 in other repairs to buildings and equipment 
throughout the Town. 
 
After the June flood, we were able to develop a strategy to implement 
most of the flood mitigation plans that have been developed. 
 
These are the plans that were developed in 2017 and 2018. 
1. Replace the Transfer Station Bridge with a 70 foot wide clear 
span. Each opening now is no more than 10 feet. 
2. Replace the trestles behind Williams Field and Dale Barney’s 
house with 90 foot clear span bridges that will pass 50% more 
water through the openings. The current trestles are support by 
many pilings that block river flow and back water up into the 
Village. 
3. Remove old trestle pilings (no trestle left) along Graceville 
Road. 
4. Rebuild the Route 4 bridge by Canaan Village Pizza to increase 
the width of the water flow under Route 4.  
5. Replace Potato Road Bridge and elevate Potato Road above 
flood elevation and install an additional bridge that will let 
water pass under the higher road from the field on the up-
stream side to the field on the down-stream side. 
6. Flood proof the sewer pump station that is between Williams 
Field and Depot Street. 
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7. Reinforce the banks of Orange Brook to prevent flooding of the
race track and create emergency overflow areas.
Of these, we are in the process of securing $7.5 million to complete all 
of these elements of the original plan except for #4, a new bridge over 
Route 4.  
Canaan’s share of this cost would be $115,000 and this is already 
available. 
These changes will reduce almost all Potato Road flooding, Canaan 
Village flooding and minimize Orange brook flooding (unless another 
dam breaks). 
#1 Transfer Station Bridge plugs 
with debris. 
# 2 Trestles 
Total Cost including grants - $7.5 million 
Canaan’s share - $115,000 
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#3 Remove old pilings 
#5 Elevate Potato Road 
#6 Flood proof pump station 
#7 Reinforce Orange Brook 
Respectfully Submitted,  
Mike Samson, Town Administrator 




Chelsea Martin joined Canaan Recreation as our Director in 2018 and 
moved on to another opportunity in 2020. 
The following is a graphic representation of some of Canaan 
Recreation’s activities in 2019. 
These are all flash email postings from 2019. 
Canaan After-School Program 2019-2020 
Summer Swim Lessons 
We are excited to announce that youth swim lessons will be 
taking place at Canaan Street Beach! Canaan Recreation was 
able to successfully hire a swim instructor for the 2019 season. 
Saturday June 15 
Please stop by and Join Canaan Recreation for some fun 























After School Arts and Crafts  
Fall Arts and Crafts Thursdays  
Thanksgiving Crafts Tuesdays  
Christmas Arts and Crafts  
 
October Activities  
 Walking Wednesdays:  Join Canaan Recreation for a 
walk around town or down the Rail Trail on 
Wednesdays in October.  
 
Trunk Or Treat Thursday:  
 
October 31, at the Canaan Street Beach 
parking area. Trunk or Treat will be just 
across from the Halloween party taking 
place at the meeting house to make it 







Canaan Recreation's Halloween Party will include 
Halloween story time, coloring activities, simple crafts, 
Candy Bingo, Mad scientist Drink Lab and more. Join 
us Thursday, October 31, 2019 at the Canaan 
Meetinghouse. 
Canaan Recreation Halloween Party and 






























Canaan Recreation Commission 
 
Bev Chapman, Out-Going Town Recreation Coordinator  





Town Report 2019 
Mascoma Valley Parks and Recreation 
https://mvpr.recdesk.com/Community/Home 
This year MVPR and the Canaan and Enfield recreation departments joined 
the Mascoma Youth Sports League board and helped with the 
administration of youth soccer, field hockey and basketball.  Over 150 
Mascoma district students in grades K-6 participated in soccer and field 
hockey, and over 140 boys and girls registered for basketball.  We are 
looking forward to baseball and softball season in Spring 2020!    
MVPR also continued many of our popular recreation programs and 
activities, including the MVPR Ski & Ride Program and the MVPR Youth 




summer camp for students in grades 4-7, soccer and basketball camps and 
the Enfield Market.  The painting classes were once again very popular 
during the year and we had 94 participants spread out over the 15 classes 









































We offered some new programs in 2019, including Girls Basketball Skills 
Sessions, a Candle Stand Workshop and Grown-Up Field Trips.  The 
basketball skill sessions were open to girls in grades 6-8 and were held at  
Mascoma High School, and each week we had a great group of young 
basketball players looking to improve their skills.  The Candle Stand 
woodworking class was taught by professional wood worker, Gary Wood 
and we were lucky to have permission to use the Mascoma High School 
woodshop classroom for this great class.  We also launched the first of our 
Grown-Up Field Trips and took a wonderful group of individuals to the 
Museum of the White Mountains and the Waterville Valley Artisan Fair. 
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Our Ski & Ride, Youth Theater and Youth XC Ski programs continue to be 
our biggest youth programs. In 2019 we had 52 students enrolled in the 
MVPR Ski & Ride Program, 42 students participating in our Youth Theatre 
Camp and over 40 students in youth XC skiing.  Each program relies on the 
support of the local schools, recreation staff and our wonderful volunteers. 
See below for a complete list of our 2019 programs, and look for 
information on future programs and activities on our website, Facebook 
page and in future editions of Play Mascoma Valley! A Guide to Recreation 
& Active Living (PMV).  PMV is published twice a year and is a brochure 
that highlights community events in Enfield, Canaan, Dorchester, Grafton 
and Orange, and provides information on how to register for recreation 
programs.   
2019 weekly programs and activities (continued from 2018): 
• Swing Jamie Line Dancing (Mondays at MVRHS and Thursdays at
Enfield Community Building)
• Adult (Over 30) Basketball (Sundays at MVRHS) & Adult
Volleyball (Sundays at MVRHS)
• Indoor Field Hockey at Kimball Union Academy (youth & adult,
Thursdays, Nov. – Dec & Jan. – Mar.)
• Challenger Sports Youth Soccer Camp (British Soccer in July)
• Shooting Stars Basketball Camp (grades 1-4 and grades 5-8)
• “Pub” Trivia at the Public Library (at Canaan Town Library)
• Indian River Cross Country and Track Program (grades 5-8, Fall &
Spring)
• Youth Sailing Lessons (in conjunction with the Mascoma Sailing
Club)
• Outdoor Movie in the Park (in conjunction with the Enfield Police
Department)
• 6th  Annual “4 for  the 4th Road Race” (in conjunction with Social-
Summit Lodge #50 & Friends of Canaan Village)
• MVPR Youth Ski and Ride Program (January – March at
Whaleback Mountain)
• Elementary Cross Country Skiing (Wednesdays in January)
• Youth Tap Club & Primary Dance Club (Wednesdays at Indian
River School)
• Mascoma Valley Guitar Orchestra (Sundays)
• Italian Conversation Club – il Circolo Italiano (Saturdays at
Mickey’s)
• Youth Volleyball Clinic (one week in July)
• Camp X (summer day camp for students in grades 4-6 at Indian
River School)
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• Adult Wood Working Class (3-weeks, in March 2019 at MVRHS)
2019 *NEW* programs and activities: 
• Candle Stand Workshop (Tuesdays and Thursdays in March)
• Girls Basketball Skill Session (Wednesdays from 6:00-7:30pm in
July & August)
• Grown-Up Field Trip (July)
Respectfully Submitted 
Katharine Lary Jopek 
Regional Recreation Coordinator 
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Canaan Human Services 
Department – 2019 Report 
 
Another busy year comes to an end, but the Human Resources 
Department continues to be quite busy, as more families require assistance 
and continue to struggle to meet their monthly expenses.  Employment 
remains uncertain as companies choose to downsize or relocate leaving 
their employees without steady employment, while still experiencing high 
costs for basic necessities such as rent, fuel and food. 
 
The Human Services Department has again worked with several agencies 
named below, as well as other human services programs throughout the 
Upper Valley. We continue to encourage all of our clients to seek 
assistance directly from these agencies before coming to the town for 
assistance.  
 
 Tri-County Cap-Fuel Assistance 
 Section 8 Housing, Senior Housing-Housing/Shelter Assistance 
  Food Stamp Program, LISTEN, Local Food Pantries –  
   Food Assistance 
 Local Electric Providers-Utility Assistance 
 LISTEN and Local Charities/Non Profits - Clothing Assistance 
 Medicare/Medicaid NH and Healthy Kids - Medical Assistance 
 Advance Transit and Upper Valley Ride Share - Transportation 
 Social Security/SSI, Workman’s’ Compensation, Unemployment  
  Benefits, Earned Income Credit, 
 and Child Support-General Assistance 
 
During 2019, The Human Services Department assisted a total of 46 
families, representing 99 individuals, which was an increase of 9 families 
over the total families seen in 2018. Of the 46 total families, there were 16 
new families we have never seen before with 31 individuals.  
 
The Human Services Department would like to thank the individuals and 
families who were able to reimburse the town for their assistance received 








thank other various town departments for their continued support and 
assistance to the Human Services Department during 2019.  
We look forward to 2020, our strong working relationship with the town 
officers and personnel, and to continue meeting the needs of families that 
qualify for town assistance. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Nelson P. Therriault 
Human Services Director 
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Canaan Water and Sewer 
Annual Report 2019 
 
Water 
      
In 2019, we continued to closely monitor water quality both post 
treatment and system wide. During the year we tested the water on 56 
different occasions and the test results confirmed that we stayed within 
the pre-set parameters set out by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services 
(DES).  
 
As in previous years, we closely monitored  the water system for leaks. 
During 2019 we located and repaired 4 major and 5 minor leaks. This 
included 2 major leaks in September that occurred one right after the 
other bringing water levels in our Chief’s Drive storage tank down to a 





We declared a water emergency and brought in the cavalry (The 
Department of Public Works, the Canaan Fire Department and  Granite 
State Rural Water ).  After two solid days of searching we located a 
large leak adjacent to the three culverts that pass under Rte 4. We 
couldn’t see the leak since it was mixing with runoff. We were able to 
locate it utilizing Granite State Rural Water’s Z Tech micro sensing 
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units. It turned out to be an MJ 90 degree elbow installed back in 1987 
that was being  held together by just  two hand tightened bolts,(There 








We replaced the improperly installed elbow with a new one with 6 
properly tightened bolts and we also replaced  an upstream section of 
pipe due to  an improperly installed gasket. 
 
As in 2018, we continued our work to search out funding to replace our 
120 year old main transmission line from Canaan Street Lake to 
Canaan village.  In 2019, we submitted funding applications to both the 
New Hampshire DES State revolving fund, (SRF) and the Drinking 
Water Grant Trust Fund, (DWGTF).  We came in 9th place out of 88 
applications on the NHDES SRF funding list with a very high 
probability of funding and we also finished  in 9th place out of 126 
applications in the Drinking Water Grant Trust Fund.  One place from 
being funded.  In December,  we met with Erin Holmes, the Director of  
the Drinking Water Grant Trust Fund  and she told us that we  were 
being granted special project status in which we could reapply for grant 
funding in 2020 if we sought out a third funding source for the project.  
In June/July of 2020, we plan to apply to both Northern Borders,   




The inlet of the water main from Canaan Street Lake received a 
replacement cover this year as well.  
The Water Department 
would like to thank Bob 
Scott and the hard working 
members of the DPW for 
their tireless effort in 
assisting us on all our 
projects in 2019.  We 
would also like to  thank 
Bill Bellion and the 
Canaan Fire department for 
assistance  with  our 
September leak. 
Goals  in 2020 
- Continue to improve water quality.
- Continue to monitor the water system for leaks
- Apply to Northern Borders and CBDG for funding
- Continue flushing hydrants twice a year
Wastewater 
 In 2019, we worked on energy improvements at the wastewater plant 
concentrating on the plant and the generator.  We received our 
Groundwater Discharge Permit in January and in the fall we repaired 
two damaged monitoring wells  and installed two new monitoring wells 
as prescribed  in the new permit. 
Working in conjunction with the New Hampshire Department of 
Transportation (DOT) we repaired  and raised  2 manholes and 4 valve 
risers during the late summer paving of Rte 4 south to Grafton. 
In December we were looking into applying for a composting permit 
for our sewer sludge. We plan to use the composted sludge as a soil 
amendment. We should have application in by early 2020. 
In terms of wastewater quality, we have seen a considerable drop in 
contaminates  at our Depot Street pump station. As part of our 
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wastewater permit we are required to test the influent quality twice a 
month.  Over the last two years we have seen  BOD, (Biological 
Oxygen Demand) drop from an average of 200 in 2017 down to an 
average of 95 in 2019. Our close monitoring  of the schools and 
restaurants  has facilitated  the decrease. 
Goals in 2020 
- To apply for a composting permit for our harvested sludge.
- Work on fine tuning the two new drives at Depot St.




Water and Wastewater Superintendent 







Canaan Water & Sewer Commissioners 
All USERS WITH ACTUAL USAGE 
All water users – usage rate is $.0061 per gallon. 
All sewer users – usage rate is $.0084 per gallon. 
FOR ALL USERS HAVING CAPACITY BUT NOT USING IT THERE IS A 
RESERVE CAPACITY CHARGE 
Reserved Capacity    Reserved capacity is based on 12,000 gallons reserved. 
Water  
Capacity Charge  Capital Replacement Charge Total 
$30 $24 $54 
Sewer 
Capacity Charge  Capital Replacement Charge Total 
$30 $19.20  $49.20 
Combined $103.20 
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2020-2025 Canaan Capital 
Improvement Program 
Oct. 9, 2019 
INTRODUCTION 
This 2019 Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Committee re-
port presents Canaan’s Capital Improvement Program for the 
years 2020-2025.  This is an advisory report to identify antici-
pated capital needs, and does not ensure that funds will be ex-
pended in this manner, since needs and priorities will change as 
time progresses.  A short description is included for many of the 
major projections.   
This report was approved by Canaan’s Planning Board on Nov. 
14, 2019. It will be presented to the Budget Committee in De-
cember, 2019 to assist them and the Select Board with town 
budget preparations for the upcoming fiscal year.  It is intended 




The Summary of Capital Items (Table 1) on the next page pro-
vides a quick look at major capital needs in the next six years.  
The town office is reaching capacity and has some legal and 
safety deficiencies.  Exact plans are not known, so a tentative 
projection of $300k has been included to cover a major project, 
for which funding sources are not yet determined. A fire truck 
will need to be replaced within this planning period, due to its 
age, at a cost of approximately $300k. As the town has grown, 
the highway trucks and equipment have outgrown the existing 
highway garage.  An addition to the structure ($180k) is needed 
to keep loaded sand/salt trucks dry in the winter, while still 
providing room to service other vehicles. Mobile and non-mobile 
equipment for the Canaan Ambulance service have been added 
to the CIP Plan this year. 
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The state delayed the replacement of the Potato Road bridge 
from 2019 to 2020, with 80% of the cost paid by the state. The 
design costs were expended in 2018, and construction cost is 
reflected in this plan during 2020. The state also delayed the re-
placement of the Gristmill Hill Road bridge to 2028 and 2029, 
also funded 80% by the state. 
Lastly, the customary annual funding of Capital Reserve Ac-
counts for Police, Fire, and Highway Major Mobile Equipment is 
not planned in 2020, because of the financial stress caused by the 
recent $334,000 legal settlement against the town regarding utili-
ty company property valuations. Capital reserve funding of these 
three accounts is planned to resume in 2021, and, while tighter 
than prior plans, the individual accounts are expected to be suffi-




In 2004, a warrant article was passed which authorized the Se-
lectmen to appoint a CIP Committee composed of members from 
the Planning Board, Budget Committee and others. Members of 
the current committee are Ken Lary, Sadie Wells, Claude Lemoi, 
and Al Posnanski. Under RSA 674.5, the purpose of a capital 
improvement program is to recommend municipal capital im-
provements over a six year period to aid the selectmen and budg-
et committee with the annual budget. 
The Committee has adopted a definition of capital expenses and 
capital projects as: 
1. A gross cost in the aggregate of $5,000 or more;
2. A useful life of at least three years, and
3. Is non-recurring, i.e., is not an annual budget item.
Capital expenditure projections were derived from discussions 
between the Town Administrator and the department heads about 
the future integrated needs of the departments.  Joint meetings 
with department heads who had major capital equipment re-
quests were held, and departments discussed the need to adjust 
priorities and timing to help absorb the lawsuit settlement and for 
the good of the town.  The town administrator facilitated these 
meetings and cooperation between the departments was out-
standing. 
Because Canaan has a substantial investment in non-mobile as-
sets in excess of $1 million at estimated current replacement 
cost, a complete inventory of these items was begun in 2011 and 
updated annually.  While many of these items do not meet the 
definition of Capital, their replacement cost is included to pro-
vide a better picture of total non-recurring expenses. All pur-
chases in the non-mobile category are normally funded in the 
annual operating budget, and there is no capital reserve (see Ta-
ble 2). 
The purchase of Police, Fire and Highway Department vehicles 
are normally the subject of warrant articles.  For the more expen-
sive, longer lived and intermittently purchased fire and highway 
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vehicles, an annual amount is normally appropriated to build a 
capital reserve fund sufficient to finance the purchase of these 
vehicles in the year of expected replacement. This annual appro-
priation is not planned in 2020, only. Voter approval is required 
for these appropriations, and voter approval is again required to 
expend the funds when the need arises to purchase these vehi-
cles.  
Table 3 contains annual capital expenditure projections for Mo-
bile Equipment, primarily vehicles, listed by department, and 
projects annual appropriations for capital reserves, withdrawals 
from reserves and reserve balances for each year of the six-year 
period. 
BASIS OF CAPITAL PROJECTIONS BY DEPARTMENT 
Police Department:  The fleet of Police vehicles is being in-
creased from five to six cruisers for better efficiency and im-
proved emergency backup response times in off hours. In gen-
eral, the plan provides for the replacement of one cruiser each 
year. Actual replacement needs will unfold year by year, depend-
ing on usage and condition of the vehicles (Table 3). 
Fire Department:  The Fire Department is planning to replace 
Engine 2 in 2022, since it is reaching end of life. Prior Capital 
Reserve appropriations are expected to cover the cost of approx-
imately $300,000. (Table 3). 
Highway Department:  The Highway Department’s vehicles 
are very expensive, costing up to $360,000 (for a grader).  Six 
vehicles are expected to need replacement during the six year 
planning period, depending on actual use and condition.  These 
purchases will be funded by the highway mobile capital reserve, 
less trade-in allowances (Table 3). 
Transfer Station:  The Transfer Station has delayed the planned 
replacement of a tractor used for hauling trailers of trash and re-
cyclables to disposal sites from 2021 to 2023. This department 
has also delayed the planned purchase of a live floor trailer in 
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2024 by five years. Transfer Station acquisitions are funded in 
part by recyclable sales (Table 3). 
Water & Sewer:  The Water and Sewer Department plans to 
purchase a heavy duty pickup truck in 2023 to replace the current 
2003 GMC truck. Funding is provided by user fees (Table 3). 
Buildings:  Additional and/or better utilization of town office 
space needs to be addressed.  The current building does not meet 
all of the state and federal regulatory requirements.  The volume 
of files and records is increasing as the town continues to grow, 
and space to store this ever increasing quantity of records is be-
coming a major problem. The state is forecasting a Canaan popu-
lation of 4,201 in 2025, which is a 7% increase over 10 years.  A 
sum of $300,000 is forecast to improve, expand, or relocate the 
town office. 
The other major building expenditure of $180,000 is projected in 
2023 for the addition of 3,200 square feet of additional space for 
highway department vehicles and equipment.  In freezing weath-
er, there is insufficient space in the heated garage to prevent 
loaded sand trucks from freezing, while allowing space for other 
equipment needing maintenance and repair.  With voter approv-
al, annual additions to capital reserves of $35,000 are planned to 
add to the current CR balance of $50,000. This will not be suffi-
cient to fund these building projects and other steps will be nec-
essary (Table 4). 
Bridges:  Major bridge projects are scheduled by the State of 
New Hampshire, which normally pays 80% of the cost. The Po-
tato Road bridge replacement was delayed from 2019 to 2020. 
The design costs were expended in 2018, and construction cost is 
projected to be $800,000 ($640k state funds and $160k town 
funds). The state has delayed the planned replacement of the 
Gristmill Hill Rd bridge from 2023 to 2029 ($592k state and 
$148k town funds). Annual appropriations of $40,000 per year 
are planned to ensure the town will have sufficient funds in 
Capital Reserve to cover the town’s 20% share (Table 5). 
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The town is exploring a grant application under a new federal 
initiative by the US Economic Development Administration for 
$13 Million to fund the following flood mitigation projects: 
• Raise and widen the Indian River bridge at Rte. 4
• Replace two trestle bridges on the Rail Trail
• Replace the Transfer Station Road bridge over the Orange
River, and improve the nearby river banks
• Raise and widen the Mascoma River bridge over Potato Road
This CIP Plan does not assume receipt of the US EDA Grant. If 
the grant is approved, the Town would need to match $500,000. 
Half of this funding would come from the Bridges Capital Re-
serve account, and the other half has been approved by NH DRA 
to be drawn from the unassigned fund balance. 
Road Reconstruction  The proposed budget is presented in Ta-
ble 6.  A long term road reconstruction program has been formu-
lated for the annual repair of a uniform portion of the Town’s 
paved roads and reconstruction of gravel roads.  For continuity, 
the cost projected for 2020 has been carried forward to subse-
quent years.  The State usually provides approximately $160,000 
per year as a Highway Block Grant, which funds over 60% of 
this recurring expense, and there is no capital reserve. 
CONCLUSION 
Major expenditures for bridges, a fire truck, highway department 
vehicle replacements and garage expansion, and town office ren-
ovation, along with many other necessary expenditures, will 
prove difficult to fund in this six year forecast period. The Capi-
tal Improvement Program Committee wishes to thank the De-
partment Heads and Town Administrator for their efforts in 
providing the Committee with the comprehensive, long-range 
projections contained in this report.  It is hoped that this docu-
ment will assist town residents in evaluating Canaan’s future 










Canaan Cemetery  
2019 Annual Report 
Barry Geddis worked hard in the South Road Cemetery to fix 
headstones this year. 
BEFORE 
AFTER 
The new water lines and building are complete at the Wells Annex 
Cemetery.  
The monies for this project came a fund set up many years ago 
by Emiline Davis, that was to be used for water only. For many 
years, it was used only at Wells Cemetery. Some of that money 
was freed up through the court to be used at other cemeteries 






The Town is continuing to complete mapping of the Canaan 
Street Cemetery and Wells Annex, so we are not yet able to 
put our maps on line. It remains a goal to complete this process 
as soon as resources allow. Most of this work is being done by 
Vicky McAlister, our Town Clerk. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Canaan Board of Selectmen 
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Canaan Museum Curators   
2019 Annual Report 
 
The Curators Committee is appointed by 
the Selectmen to manage the collection 
of artifacts as well as to solicit and accept 
donations and contributions to the 
Canaan Historical Museum. The 
Committee works in conjunction with the 
Town Historian to tell the history of 
Canaan and preserve its artifacts for 
future generations. We meet quarterly, 
meetings are open to the public. Meeting 
Minutes are posted on the Town website.  
 
A major function of the Curators is to maintain a computerization of the 
inventory and to ensure all artifacts are labelled. The history behind each 
object is what gives it value in telling Canaan’s story. The 
computerization of the inventory and the documentation of acquisitions 
and donors furthers the Museum’s mission. Currently, we have over 2,000 
items listed in our database.  
 
In 2019, we continued to work on tasks based on an on-going list of goals. 
Tasks included: the continued inventory/labelling of objects, prioritizing 
objects, documenting a history of the Mikel Wells paintings, research into 
object repair/storage and purchase of a new display mannequin. 
 
The highlight of this year has been the replacement of windows and 
painting of the interior of the building! 
 
We are so thankful for donor financial support as well as the many 




Susan Miller Nero – Co-Chair 
Ann Wadsworth – Co-Chair 
Reginald Barney – Treasurer 
Carol Bergeron – Curator 
Patsy Carter - Curator 
Donna Zani Dunkerton – Town Historian 
Scott Borthwick - Selectmen 
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Canaan Meeting House Preservation 
Committee 2019 Report 
The Meeting House was used 49 out of 180 days in the 2019 season. 
10 days for the display of theatre drapes – 
Thank You Judith Kushner 
4 weddings 3 memorial services 




There were no new preservation projects this year, although Mike 
Fogarty undertook a review of the building including the sills and floor 
joists. 
 
There is always a need for maintenance, and it is expensive.  The 
Committee welcomes all contributions. Seven pew boxes in the upstairs 
gallery remain available for dedication.  Additionally, there are large 
attractive coffee table books available in the Selectman’s office, which 
feature historical scenes of Canaan Street.  
 
Mike Fogarty took the reins as Chairman this year. His efforts are 
making a real contribution to the integrity of our Meeting House.  
 
Financial summary as of December 31, 2019 
 
Balance as of January 1, 2019    $13,042.30 
Private donations     $  1,700.00 
Earnings       $     400.50 
Expense      $       63.31 









Doreen Wyman, Secretary 



























Canaan, NH PROFILE 
 
 Community Contact Town of Canaan 
Mike Samson, Town Administrator 
PO Box 38 
Canaan, NH 03741 
Telephone (603) 523-4501 
Fax (603) 523-4526 
E-mail townadmin@canaannh.org 
Web Site www.canaannh.org 
Municipal Office Hours TOWN: Monday through Friday, 8 am - 
4 pm 
TOWN CLERK:  Monday, Wednesday & 
Friday 9 am-12 pm and 1 pm to 4 pm.  
Tuesday and Thursday 9 am-12 pm only 
Wednesday Evening 6pm - 8pm,  
Saturday, 8 am - 12 noon 
County Grafton 
Labor Market Area Lebanon, NH-VT Micropolitan NECTA, 
NH part 
Tourism Region Dartmouth-Lake Sunapee 
Planning Commission Upper Valley Lake Sunapee 
Regional Development Grafton County Economic Development 
Council 
Election Districts  
US Congress District 2 
Executive Council District 1 
State Senate District 5 
State Representative Grafton County Districts 11, 16 
 
Incorporated: 1761 
Origin: First chartered in 1761, the town probably took its name 
from the hometown of early settlers from Canaan, Connecticut. 
Not all the grantees became permanent settlers, and a new 
charter was issued in 1769. According to the Canaan Historical 
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Society, the first train passed through in November 1847 with 
Daniel Webster on board, and the railroad operations sparked 
rapid business growth in Canaan Village. In September 1907, 
Canaan was the site of a tragic train accident, the collision of a 
passenger train and a freight, resulting in 25 dead and an equal 
number injured. 
Villages and Place Names: Canaan Center, Canaan Street, West 
Canaan 
Population, Year of the First Census Taken: 504 residents in 
1790 
Population Trends: Population change for Canaan totaled 2,391 
over 55 years, from 1,507 in 1960 to 3,898 in 2015. The largest 
decennial percent change was a 28 percent increase, which 
occurred between 1960 and 1970, and also between 1970 and 
1980. The 2015 Census estimate for Canaan was 3,898 
residents, ranking 97th among New Hampshire's incorporated 
cities and towns. 
Population Density and Land Area, 2015 (US Census 
Bureau): 73.1 persons per square mile of land area. Canaan 
contains 53.3 square miles of land area and 1.8 square miles of 
inland water area. 
 
Municipal Services 
Type of Government Selectmen 
Budget: Municipal Appropriations    $4,203,196 
Budget: School Appropriations, 
2016-2017 
$7,885,356 
Zoning Ordinance None 
Master Plan 2006 
Capitol Improvement Plan Yes 
Industrial Plans Reviewed By Planning Board 
Boards and Commissions  
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Elected: Selectmen; Planning;  
Budget; Library; Cemetery;  
Trust Funds; Checklist 
Appointed: Conservation; Recreation; Historic District;  
Capital Improvement;  
Meeting House Preservation;  
Museum Curators 
Public Library Canaan Town 
Emergency Services 
Police Department Full-time 
Fire Department Volunteer 
Emergency Medical Service Volunteer 
Nearest Hospital(s) Distance   
Dartmouth-Hitchcock, Lebanon 17 miles 404 beds  
Alice Peck Day, Lebanon 15 miles 25 beds  
   Utilities 
Electric Supplier NH Electric Coop; Liberty Utilities 
Natural Gas Supplier None 
Water Supplier Canaan Water Department 




Solid Waste Disposal 
Curbside Trash Pickup None 
Pay-As-You-Throw Program No 
Recycling Program Voluntary 
Telephone Company Fairpoint 
Cellular Telephone Access Yes 
Cable Television Access Yes 
Public Access Television Station No 







(NH Dept. of Revenue Administration)Property Taxes 
2016 Total Tax Rate (per $1,000 of  $31.75  
2016 Equalization Ratio 97.8 
2016 Full Value Tax Rate (per $1,0    $30.60 
2016 Percent of Local Assessed Value by Property Type 
Residential Land and Buildings 83.8% 
Commercial Land and Buildings 13.4% 
Public Utilities, Current Use, and  2.7% 
 
(ACS 2011-2015)Housing 
Total Housing Units 1,830 
Single-Family Units, Detached or Attached 1,301 
Units in Multiple-Family Structures:   
Two to Four Units in Structure 42 
Five or More Units in Structure 62 
Mobile Homes and Other Housing Units 425 
(US Census Bureau)Demographics 
Total Population Community County 
2015 3,898 89,341 
2010 3,909 89,118 
2000 3,320 81,826 
1990 3,048 74,998 
1980 2,456 65,806 
1970 1,923 54,914 
Demographics, American Community Survey (ACS) 2011-2015 
Population by Gender 
Male:   1,846  Female:   2,052 
Population by Age Group 
Under age 5  200 
Age 5 to 19  612 
Age 20 to 34  597 
Age 35 to 54  1,169 
Age 55 to 64  714 
Age 65 and over  606 
Median Age  44.9 years 
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Educational Attainment, population 25 years and over 
High school graduate or higher  88.5% 
Bachelor's degree or higher  25.2% 
(ACS 2011-2015)Income, Inflation Adjusted $ 
Per capita income $27,128  
Median family income $62,917  
Median household income $59,375  
Median Earnings, full-time, year-round workers, 16 years and over  
Male $50,405  
Female $40,781  
Individuals below the poverty level 13.3%  
(NHES - ELMI)Labor Force 
Annual Average 2006 2016 
Civilian Labor Force 2,113 2,010 
Employed 2,061 1,962 
Unemployed 52 48 
Unemployment Rate 2.5% 2.4% 
(NHES - ELMI)Employment & Wages 
Annual Average Covered 
Employment 
2006 2016 
Goods Producing Industries 
Average Employment 121 60 
Average Weekly Wage $820 $927 
Service Providing Industries 
Average Employment 258 336 
Average Weekly Wage $602 $651 
Total Private Industry 
Average Employment 379 396 
Average Weekly Wage $672 $693 
Government (Federal, State, and Local) 
Average Employment 346 283 
Average Weekly Wage $463 $699 
      
Total, Private plus Government 
Average Employment 724 679 
Average Weekly Wage $572 $695 
 (NH Dept. of Education)Education and Child Care 
Schools students attend: Grades K-12 are part of Mascoma Valley Regional   
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(Canaan, Dorchester, Enfield, Grafton, Orange) 
Career Technology Center(s): Hartford Area Career & Technology Center (VT)   
Educational Facilities (includes 
Charter Schools) 
Elem. Middle/Junior  High School  
Number of Schools 1 1 1  
Grade Levels P K 1-4 5-8 9-12  
Total Enrollment 296 330 341  
2017 NH Licensed Child Care 
Facilities (Bureau of Child Care 
Licensing): 
Total Facilities: 0 Total Capacity: 0 
Nearest Community/Technical College: River Valley 
Nearest Colleges or Universities: Dartmouth; Colby-Sawyer 
Largest Businesses Product/Service Employees Established 
Cardigan School Private school 135  
Harris Rebar Steel fabrication 40 1999 
Halo Education systems 10  
Mitchell Paddles, Inc. Canoe paddles 5 1980 
Town of Canaan Municipal services 20 1761 
Mascoma Valley Regional School 
District 
Education 172  
MTD  Property Maintenance 10  
Jake’s Convenience store 10  
Canaan Hardware Hardware store 6  
Mascoma Savings Bank Banking services 5  
Mascoma Health Center       Medical & Dental           18 
(Distance estimated from city/town hall)Transportation 
Road Access US Route 4        State Routes 118 
Nearest Interstate, Exit I-89, Exit 17 
Public Transportation Advance Transit 
Nearest Public Use Airport, General Aviation 
Lebanon Municipal Runway 5,496 ft. asphalt 
Lighted? Yes Navigational Aids? Yes  
Nearest Airport with Scheduled Service 
Lebanon Municipal Distance 18 miles   
(ACS 2011-2015)Commuting to Work 
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Workers 16 years and over   
Drove alone, car/truck/van 80.1%  
Carpooled, car/truck/van 11.4%  
Public transportation 1.6%  
Walked 1.6%  
Other Means 2.4%  
Worked at home 3.0%  
Mean Travel Time to Work 28.5 minutes  
Percent of Working Residents: (ACS 2011-2015)  








Commuting out-of-state 10.0% 
 
Recreation, Attractions, and Events 
X Municipal Parks 
      X Museums 
    X Youth Organizations (i.e., Scouts, 4-H) 
X Youth Sports: Baseball 
X Youth Sports: Soccer 
X Youth Sports: Football 
X Youth Sports: Basketball 




X Snowmobile Trails 
X Bicycle Trails 
X Cross Country Skiing 
X Beach or Waterfront Recreational Area 
    Nearest Ski Area(s): Dartmouth Skiway 










































 Since opening in 
June of 2017, 
Mascoma 
Community Health 
Center has seen 




Canaan Energy Committee 
Report  2019 
 
Canaan’s Energy Committee is an informal group of Canaan residents 
interested in examining issues around energy consumption in our town. 
We hope to create opportunities for energy conservation for the town’s 
government, our citizens and our businesses and institutions. 
 
During 2019 the Canaan Energy Committee teamed up with the Enfield 
Energy Committee to implement a Weatherize campaign. The project 
supported weatherization of homes in our town with planning support 
from Vital Communities and financial assistance from electrical utilities 
through the NHSaves program. 
 
The informational session held at the Mascoma Valley Regional High 
School, was well-attended, and helped inform community members about 
the program. The program offered energy audits at a reduced cost. If an 
audit demonstrated high energy loss in a home, the household could obtain 
rebates and reduced rates on weatherizing services through the NHSaves 
program. 
 
Enfield and Canaan Energy 
Committee volunteers provided 
support for participants through the 
process of applying and scheduling 
with the contractors. In Canaan eleven 
audits were scheduled and eight 
participants signed contracts for 
energy-saving improvements. More 
wanted to participate but were wait-
listed because of limited funding 
availability from Liberty Utilities. 
 
Our Weatherize campaign in 2019 has helped community members 
become aware of ways to keep warm and reduce their fuel expenses. 
NHSaves estimates average energy savings of 20% for homes that 
complete weatherization projects, and we’ve heard positive feedback from 




Chuck Townsend  
Canaan Energy Committee 
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Canaan Historical Society 
 2019 Annual Report 
The 2019 Season brought 293 visitors from the area, across the country 
and abroad to the Museum. We opened on Saturday, June 23, 2019 and 
closed on Sunday, September 15, 2019 with several special Openings. 
The Museum was open both Saturday and Sunday the entire Summer 
and oftentimes during the week. 
In May, we were open for families from Iowa and New Mexico 
searching for information on their ancestors. They spent the day with 
our historian and were pleased to visit grave sites and cellar holes. 
On Friday, June 7, 2019 a group of 74 fourth-grade students from 
Canaan Elementary School along with their teachers and volunteers 
spent the day at the Museum and the Meeting House in observance of 
New Hampshire History Day. History Day is a re-enactment of 
Colonial Days and the students dress for the occasion.  They are very 
interested in the articles in the Museum used by our early settlers. 
Several of these young people are descendants of Canaan’s first 
families and are eager to learn about our town’s history. This year we 
celebrated the 35th Anniversary of New Hampshire History Day. It was 
Nancy Bailey-Snyder and other fourth grade teachers who first 
organized the New Hampshire History Day on May 17, 1984. Nancy 
taught in our school district for over 40 years. 
We were open on Saturday, July 20th for the cookout and dog show 
held at the Meeting House; This event is sponsored annually by the 
Canaan Street Lake Association and Cardigan Mountain School. There 
was an interesting display of photos and information on Canaan Street 
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Lake. There was plenty of good food, music, a dog show and a great 
turnout. 
The Historical Society hosted two summer programs, both of which 
were held at the Meeting House on Canaan Street. On July 24th, The 
White Mountain String Band with Dale Barney and Friends played to a 
packed house! 175 people enjoyed an evening of Classic Bluegrass, 
Folk and Pop Music. This Reunion Concert was a fundraiser for the 
Canaan Historical Society with donations used towards painting the 
interior of the museum. We would like to thank Dale, the band and 
anyone who participated in the event as well as the generous people 
who attended the concert. 
On August 21st, we had our second program with Adair Mulligan of 
Lyme who spoke on “The Connecticut, New England’s Great River”. 
Her talk was interesting and well attended. The program was made 
possible through a grant from the New Hampshire Humanities Council. 
We were open on August 2nd, 3rd, and 4th for Canaan Old Home Days. 
Ken Cushing of Grafton set up his display of Northern Railroad 
photographs on Saturday afternoon. The Northern Railroad ran the 
route from Concord, NH to White River Junction, VT. The photos 
showed stations, train wrecks, floods etc. along the train route. We had 
50 visitors for the weekend. 
Again, this year the Museum was presented with several pieces of 
Canaan History from the following families: Kevin Lary, Lorraine 
Goodman and Keith Batten.  Thank you ! 
Our window project that has been in progress since 2017 has finally 
come to an end. The last of our windows were installed in May. What a 






We closed the museum on September 15th to get ready for the painters. 
The following week John Bergeron and Donna Zani-Dunkerton packed 
and cleaned out the museum. Kurt Devoid of Devoid’s Painting of 
Quechee,VT began work on Monday, September 23, 2019 and finished 
on Saturday the 28th. They had a crew of three painters. Ceiling, walls, 
floors and shelves of all three first floor rooms and the main entry hall 
were painted. Most lightweight items had been moved to the second 
floor before work was started. The painters moved the heavy pieces 
like the safe, showcases and piano so that the walls and floor were 
painted near those items. Only the roll top desk and the two movie 
projectors were not moved, so the floor under those items was not 
painted. Kurt and his painters did a first-class job and we are very 
pleased with their work.  When we open for the season in 2020, the 
Museum will have a fresh new face…Stop by and visit us. 
 
We no longer will be selling the hard cover reprints of the 1910 History 
of Canaan by J.B Wallace due to the increase in cost of the book from 
the Higginson Book Company.  They will not be available from the 
historical society. 
  
 Respectfully submitted,   
                                                                                                                                 
Dan Fleetham, Jr. – President 
Ann Wadsworth – Vice-President 
Tina Lemoi – Secretary 
Reggie Barney – Treasurer                                                                                                                 
Donna Zani-Dunkerton –  




Goose Pond Lake Association 
2019 Annual Report 
www.gpla-goosepond.org 
Goose Pond Lake Association (GPLA).  GPLA was formed in 
1987 to conserve, protect and/or improve Goose Pond water 
quality, natural shoreline, plant and animal life, scenic beauty, 
tranquility and all other natural resources.  Wherever possible, we 
will work with conservation commissions, planning boards, state 
and federal entities, and land trusts to protect natural resources 
that might impact Goose Pond. 
The water body is nearly 3 miles long and ½ mile at its widest 
point, totaling nearly 625 acres, making it the largest lake in 
Canaan.  Goose Pond, with a 16 square mile watershed, is also a 
source of drinking water for Lebanon, NH.  Maximum depth is 
35 feet, average depth is 10 feet.  There are 171 homes on Goose 
Pond, 35 of which are full-time residents at last count.  Goose 
Pond boasts a variety of wildlife including resident loons, ducks, 
geese, fox, beaver, otters, and moose as well as Bald Eagles that 
visit regularly.  There is a ban on personal watercraft, but visitors 
enjoy recreational use of the state-owned boat ramp and public 
swimming area.  
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GPLA volunteers participate in major programs to help protect 
water quality and property values.  They include: 
Lake Host Program   
The GPLA receives grants from NH Lakes Association, Town of 
Canaan and Town of Hanover that are combined with 
considerable donations from GPLA members to support the Lake 
Host program.  Hosts perform courtesy boat inspections at the 
public boat ramp.  Volunteer Host hours provided by residents 
complement the paid effort.  This is a highly successful and 
effective state-wide program that helps prevent the spread of 
invasive species, which in turn helps protect the recreational 
enjoyment of boaters and fishermen, as well as property values 
for residents (and the tax base for the town).  In 2019, our paid 
hosts and volunteers conducted 494 courtesy boat inspections at 
the public boat ramp, 28 of which had just visited lakes with 
invasive weed species infestations. We are happy to report, once 
again, no invasive plants were observed on either boats entering 
or boats leaving. It also appears more and more boaters are aware 
of the threat from invasive species, and generally arrive at Goose 
Pond with boats and trailers clear of any weeds at all. 
Weed Watcher Program 
22 volunteers divided the lake into segments that each is 
responsible to survey regularly throughout the season. 
Participants use kayaks, canoes, boats or snorkels to keep a close 
eye on their assigned area.  Suspicious plants are occasionally 
harvested and sent to DES for identification. And a growing 
concern across the state is now the threat from invasive animal 
species, specifically Asian Clams, Zebra Mussels, Chinese 
Mystery Snail and Spiny Water Flea.  In 2020, GPLA has 
scheduled a lake-wide sonar scan with a professional aquatic 
weed control contractor as part of our comprehensive efforts. 
Water Quality Sampling 
In 1989, the GPLA started a water-testing program as part of the 
University of New Hampshire (UNH) Lakes Lay Monitoring 
Program. In 2007, we added the NH Department of 
Environmental Services (NHDES) Volunteer Lake Assessment 
Program (VLAP) program. This is supplemented by additional 
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dissolved oxygen, conductivity, 
phosphorus, mercury testing and 
chloride (from road salt). 
Volunteers take samples monthly 
throughout the year and lab work 
is performed by DES and UNH. 
Results are added to the database 
started in 1989. 
Goose Pond water quality is considered stable and above average 
quality, but just as all NH water bodies currently do, it faces 
many threats from invasive plant species and excess nutrient load 
(phosphorous and nitrogen primarily) from septic systems & 
storm water runoff, and chloride from road salt.  GPLA continues 
to offer education about these issues. The Town Manager and 
Road Agent have also been extremely supportive of careful 
management to balance road safety with management of ice-melt 
and sand application to protect lake water quality. 
What’s New at Goose Pond? 
1-- Two adult pairs of loons 
reside at Goose Pond, both 
nested in 2019 and hatched a 
total of three chicks.  All three 
survived until the normal 
autumn migration to a more 
southern winter marine 
environment.  
2-- In 2014, the GPLA established the Dave Barney Memorial 
Internship, and the program continued for a sixth season in 2019. 
Dave was passionate about - water quality sampling, Weed 
Watching and Lake Hosting. The interns are young adults trained 
and mentored by regular volunteers.  We plan to continue the 
program in 2020. 
3--  GPLA again spent $1,500 in 2019 to provide a portable 
toilet, picnic tables and a “bear-proof” trash bin at the public boat 
launch.  This is technically a state-owned and operated site, 
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although the general maintenance has rested with GPLA 
volunteers for years who try to preserve the site for visitors to 
enjoy  swimming, picnicking or fishing. 
4-- GPLA continues to expand use of our new website, 
www.gpla-goosepond.org   to communicate with members and 
the community.   The website has important links, posts 
upcoming events (ex: Annual Meeting, Annual Picnic, Photo 
Contests, July 4th Boat Parade, etc), displays outstanding 
photos/videos submitted by members, shares news of current 
events, archives past newsletter issues and is a convenient place 
to post important notices.  We also have various hard-cover photo 
books and calendars available for purchase.  See website for 
details. 
2019-20  Board of Directors 
Michael Riese, Canaan, President, Secretary 
Steven Ward, Canaan, Vice-President 
Rick Hutchins, Canaan  Treasurer 
Terry Bradigan, Canaan 
Barbara Dolyak, Canaan 
Ken Milkie, Canaan, NH   
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Actions in Support of the Mission 
Lake Host Program:   The New Hampshire Lakes Association, in 
conjunction with the State of New      Hampshire, inaugurated a program 
in 2003 to oversee and inspect boats going in and out of NH lakes to 
discover and discourage the spread of any invasive weeds. 
Paid and volunteer hosts manned the boat launch on Canaan Street on 
weekends and holidays, where the program performed 545 boat 
inspections and provided timely education to the boating public about 
preventing the spread of invasive plants and animals. Invasives can 
survive in a drop of water, and it is important to wash, drain, and dry all 
boats moving between water bodies.  Drying for three days after cleaning 
and draining will kill almost all hitchhikers.  
There are many nearby bodies of water with milfoil and boats from those 
lakes and rivers visit Canaan Street Lake.  Recent boat visits from milfoil 
contaminated waters include: Mascoma Lake; Connecticut River; Lake 
Winnipesaukee; Cobbetts Pond in Windham; Lake Champlain; 
Pemigewasset River; Nashua River; Crescent Lake in Wolfeboro; Post 
Pond in Lyme; Massabesic Lake in Auburn; Squam Lake; and Lake 
Fairlee in VT. 
The Association wishes to thank Ann Berry and Elizabeth Jutila for 
managing this important program.  Also a special thank-you to Crescent 
Campground, for efforts to inspect all boats and educate their owners of 
boats launched at the campground. The Lake Association thanks the NH 
Lake Association for a contribution of $1,800 toward the cost of this 
program.  In past years the Town of Canaan has contributed a similar 
amount, but did not do so this year due to a difficult financial year.  We 
expect the town to resume contributions next year.   If they don’t, it will 
be necessary to cut back on this valuable lake protection program.   
Weed Watchers: A comprehensive program surveying the lake is carried 
out by volunteers under the direction of Rick Roesch to ensure that any 
infestation by exotic (invasive) plants is rapidly detected. While Milfoil 
is a primary target, water chestnut, hydrilla, Brazilian elodea and fanwort 
are other non-natives which invade NH lakes. Suspicious plants and 
animals are sent to NH-DES laboratories for identification.  The 
continued vigilance of the weed watchers is important to early detection 
and remedy of invasives in our lake.    
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Water Quality:  
The Association performed routine water quality sampling again this 
year, and had the samples tested by NH DES.   Water quality tests 
indicate most parameters remain similar to last year and are generally 
acceptable.  We do see an increase in chloride and conductivity which are 
both above the state lake averages.  The numbers are not harmful, but the 
trend could eventually present problems.   Both chloride and conductivity 
come from road salt and septic systems, with road salt being the major 
contributor.   Phosphorous, whose numbers were stable this year, causes 
weeds, algae, and cyanobacteria to flourish, and that phosphorous comes 
from stormwater, certain fertilizers, and septic systems.    
Our main beach problems are E. coli and cyanobacteria.   E.coli may be 
caused by fowl, animal, or human feces, while cyanobacteria may be 
caused by phosphorous, sunlight, and warm weather. Cyanobacteria are 
seen as a blue green algae bloom in the water, which in high 
concentrations can be harmful.  It is in all lakes at very low 
concentrations, but can bloom under the right conditions. 
The beach experienced several closures this year due to E. coli.   It took 
some time to identify the cause, which was a leaking septic tank at the 
bathhouse.   It has been pumped clean and will be repaired before the 
bathhouse is reopened for the 2020 season.   Please maintain your septic 
systems, use zero phosphorous lawn fertilizer, and use no fertilizer within 
25 feet of the lake.  There were no reported cyanobacteria blooms this 
year. 
Loons:  The nesting loon pair did not have a successful hatch this year. 
Please maintain a generous distance from loons and don’t approach the 
nest. 
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During the past year, our Explorers continued to attend regular 
meetings, trainings, and calls alongside the Canaan Fire Department. 
Although we welcomed two new members to the Explorer Post in 
2019, Mason Tucker and Alex Morrison, we also lost two members. 
The Canaan Fire Explorer Post has found it increasingly difficult to 
meet the minimum number of members required to keep the Explorer 
Post charter, which is renewed annually through the Boy Scouts of 
America Daniel Webster Council. The problem of finding new and 
dedicated members is not unique to our area but is being seen 
throughout the country.  
As we move into 2020, the Canaan Fire Department and Explorer Post 
decided not to renew the annual charter but are looking into starting a 
junior fire brigade that will still be overseen and directed by the fire 
department. This way, we can still keep the few members that do attend 
meetings, trainings, and calls. A major amount of planning and details 
will be worked out for this new program to be started, but we will be 
accepting new members once it is up and running.  
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The purpose of the program will remain the same – to give high school 
aged men and women hands on experience in the fields of Firefighting 
and EMS and to prepare them for potential careers in those fields. 
Members are expected to attend regular meetings and trainings and also 
are able to assist at emergency incidents alongside the Canaan Fire 
Department. If you are interested in joining, please call the Canaan Fire 
Station at 523-4850 and leave a message, or contact us through our 
Facebook page. 
Thank you to our members and the Canaan Fire Department and 










Social Summit Lodge #50 
Free and Accepted Masons 
Social-Summit Lodge #50, Free and Accepted Masons is the result of 
the merger of Social Lodge #50 in Enfield and Summit Lodge #98 in 
Canaan as of May 1978. The first Mascoma Area Lodge was Mt. 
Moriah Lodge #22 which was chartered in 1815 in Canaan. Social 
Lodge # 50 was chartered in 1826 in Enfield. Mt. Moriah Lodge closed 
in 1840 and was revived in 1866 in Grafton and closed again in 1870. 
Summit Lodge was chartered in 1902.  
Social-Summit Lodge with over 30 members continues today to be 
active in the community. We award a scholarship each year to a 
deserving Mascoma Valley High School Senior, and conduct the “Four 
for the Fourth” Road Race in conjunction with the Mascoma Parks and 
Recreation Department.  We served over 100 breakfasts at our Annual 
Old Home Days Breakfast and provided financial support for the 
Mascoma Senior Citizen Center.  We again welcomed over 200 
children and parents as part of the Canaan town-wide Halloween 
activities. 
Social Summit Lodge continues to be honored to have several Brothers 
serving with the Grand Lodge of New Hampshire: 
Scott Borthwick-Grand Junior Warden    
Dan Fleetham, Jr.- Member of the Grand Lodge Scouting Committee 
Ken Lary- District 7 Deputy Grand Lecturer 
Freemasonry is the world’s oldest men’s fraternity and is open to men 
18 and above. For more information, please contact Dan Fleetham, Jr. 
at (603) 667-7409 
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Cardigan Mountain Bobcats 
4-H 2019 Annual Report 
 
Elaine Morrison  
Elaine Morrison does the horse project. 4-Hers, 8 years or 
older, learn basic horse care, safety and knowledge. A 4-
Her doesn’t need to own a horse to be in this project. They have hands on 
experience with her horses. They also make horse related item to be 
exhibited at the North Haverhill Fair in July. 
Todd Darling/Skip Pendleton 
4-H small engine repair for 2019-2020 is taught by Todd Darling and Skip 
Pendleton and has five members. Two boys and three girls, working on 
various projects from lawn mowers to woodchippers. They learn how the 
engines work, and how to trouble shoot and fix what they think is wrong. 
There is also another group of two learning basic welding skills, creating 
welding sculptures. Starting in January, Todd and Skip also run a 4-H 
maple project where members “adopt a tree” tap and record all the sap 
their trees produce. 4-H’rs learn about the entire process, and visit the 
sugar house to watch a boil, and have sugar on snow. 
Dylan McDermott 
This year as the Organizational Leader of the Cardigan Mountain Bobcats 
I have been working with the club officers and trying to help them run the 
club as if it were a business. I try to emphasize the importance of 
responsibility, leadership and teamwork. 4-H as an organization really tries 
to stress the importance of those qualities in its youth. In our monthly 
meetings our officers purpose a plan and the other kids in the club vote on 
what was discussed. The club has fund raisers and does community service 
that the kids are involved in planning and executing. My roll is just to help 
the kids if they have questions and guide them along so they can run the 
meetings them selves. 
Avery McDermott/ Olivia Clifford, Club Historians  
This year we had our officers elected. We had Allen Ricard talk about 
hiking the Appalachian Trail. In November we had our Chicken Pie 
Supper that Raised money for our club house. We made Christmas crafts 
for the Canaan Senior Center. In the upcoming year we will be having our 
annual Arts and Crafts Jamboree in March. We will do roadside clean up 
in April and clean up the Schofield Cemetery.  We also do lots of crafts for 
the North Haverhill Fair in July. 
 
Lisa Brailey                 President 
Kylie Elles                           Vice President 
Lia McDermott                  Secretary  
Brody McDermott            Treasurer 
Avery McDermott/ 






























     
ANNUAL REPORT TO MEMBER COMMUNITIES 2019 
 
Serving 27 communities in Grafton, Sullivan and Merrimack Counties 
since 1963, the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning 
Commission (UVLSRPC) has been providing professional planning 
assistance to municipal boards, along with inter-municipal planning, 
liaison between local and state/federal agencies, and assistance on 
development, public health, and environmental issues.  
 
 
Highlights of our work and accomplishments in 2019 include: 
 
2019 was a successful year for UVLSRPC.  We were awarded a $300,000 
Brownfields Assessment Grant from US EPA.  We will spend the next 
three years identifying properties in our region, and then performing 
environmental assessments.  The end goal is that these properties will be 
cleaned up and become economic development drivers in their 
communities.  This is the second Brownfields grant UVLSRPC has been 
awarded.  We are always looking for more sites to evaluate – please feel 
free to contact our office with any questions.   
 
We were also awarded $174,528 from USDA to complete a variety of 
tasks.  The most visible and popular of these tasks is our household 
hazardous waste collections.  Perhaps a first for this organization will be 
the creation of a cartoon.  We will be animating Toxic Showdown, our 
comic book that educates about what goes into personal home care 
products.  One final highlight of our USDA funding is a continuation of 
our bicycle reuse program.  We partner with local transfer stations and 
community listservs to collect unwanted quality bicycles.  Those bikes are 
then refurbished and offered to 30 nonprofits in the Upper Valley. 
 
We continue to be active and productive with our transportation work as 
well.  The contract we have with the NH Department of Transportation 
allows us to perform very specific work for our communities.  In 2019 we 
completed Road Surface Management Systems analysis for the Town of 
Hanover and Grantham.  We performed culvert and stream crossing 
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assessments for Hanover and the Baker River Watershed in the northern 
part of our region.  Our NHDOT contract funds our traffic counts. In 2019 
we conducted over 120 counts throughout our region.  NHDOT also 
supports much of our traffic engineering time.  We are developing 
Regional Transportation Corridor Plans for eight distinct corridors in our 
particular.  This corridor-based approach will allow our staff to work 
closely with local officials to conduct public outreach and to develop a 
comprehensive list of needed improvements and implementation 
strategies.  Finally, NHDOT funds our Transit Assistance programming.  
We work with Advance Transit and Southwestern Community Services to 
survey passengers and to help evaluate service and route options. 
We were very busy last year providing circuit rider services.  Springfield, 
New London, Orford, Wilmot, and New London all contracted for either 
weekly or monthly services.  Charlestown, Claremont and Enfield hired 
us to fill in as they searched for a new planner.  Claremont also hires 
UVLSRPC to assist in GIS work for both Public Works and Planning and 
Development departments.   
We successfully formed our new non-profit, the Upper Valley Lake 
Sunapee Regional Planning Foundation.  The non-profit’s sole focus is to 
support the work of UVLSRPC.  We expect the non-profit to provide 
another source of revenue, one that is not solely dependent on government 
funding.   
In conclusion, we launched Keys To The Valley, and our bi-state multi-
region housing needs assessment campaign. We are working with Two 
Rivers Ottauquechee and Southern Windsor County in Vermont to gain a 
better understanding of why it is so challenging to develop housing in our 
region and prepare workable solutions that make sense for communities of 
every size and make-up.  This work will require a lot of community 
engagement and participation.  I encourage you to visit 
www.keystothevalley.com for frequent updates or if you would like to 
participate in some manner.   
Please contact us at (603) 448-1680 or sschneider@uvlsrpc.org, to share 
your thoughts and suggestions about how we can better serve our 
community.  It is a pleasure to serve the municipalities of this region. 
Thank you for your support over the decades. 
Steven Schneider  
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Annual Report 2019 
The mission of UNH Cooperative Extension is to strengthen people and 
communities in New Hampshire by providing trusted knowledge, 
practical education and cooperative solutions. We work in four broad 
topic areas; Youth and Family Development, Community and 
Economic Development, Natural Resources, and Food and Agriculture. 
A few highlights of our impacts are: 
• Judith Hull joined the staff in March.  Judith’s work supports
the Grafton County Master Gardeners who offer education to
community members with science-based gardening guidance.
• Michal Lunak collaborated with colleagues to host farm safety
trainings, a New Hampshire Veterans in Agriculture workshop,
and webinars on changes in tax laws.
• Mary Choate taught several food safety classes, including
ServSafe® to 89 restaurant and healthcare staff and S.A.F.E. to
110 restaurant, food pantry, childcare, elder care and camp staff.
• Heather Bryant worked with partners across NH, VT and ME to
complete a USDA SARE funded multi-year multi-location
research and education project looking at fertility and pest
management options in high tunnel tomatoes.
• Geoffrey Sewake completed the pilot of the Downtowns &
Trails Program in Bristol, which examined ways to better
catalyze the community's village center and multiuse trail that
connects to Newfound Lake.
• Jim Frohn conducted 58 woodlot visits covering 7600 acres, and
referred 36 landowners, owning 2514 acres, to consulting
foresters.
• Under the guidance of Donna Lee, 86 screened 4-H leaders
worked with 224 youth (ages 5-18) on projects which enhanced
their personal development and increased their life-skills.
• Lisa Ford, taught more than 450 youth, adults, and seniors in a
variety of nutrition education and food security lessons
throughout Grafton County.
Respectfully submitted:  Donna Lee, County Office Administrator 
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Thank you to the residents of Canaan for 
supporting the Public Health Council of 




The PHC has quickly become the largest and broadest coalition of 
advocates on public health issues in the greater Upper Valley region. 
The PHC is a dynamic organization with the flexibility to forge 
solutions that respond to the needs of its grassroot members with 
backing from governmental, philanthropic, and health care institutions. 
Through regular meetings and ongoing initiatives, the PHC empowers 
organizations, professionals, and citizens, who together make our 
communities healthier and better places to live, work, and play.  
In 2019, PHC staff and partners worked together to address increased 
collaboration, promote greater health equity, and address the priority 
public health issues for the region.  The PHC supported a number of 
initiatives such as: 
• Hosted five flu clinics in rural communities across our region, 
providing over 1,250 free vaccines, with support from Dartmouth 
Hitchcock, Geisel School of Medicine, Mascoma Community 
Health Center, and various local partners. 
• Hosted an educational event for Upper Valley legislators from 
Vermont and New Hampshire to increase cross-border 
understanding and communication. 
• Hosted a Racism of the Well-Intended training with 100 
participants from across the region, with major support from 
Hypertherm. 
• Hosted regular meetings for Aging in Community Volunteer groups 
and community nurses and for Town Welfare/Service Officers. 
• Expanded availability of summer meal programs for children in the 
region. 
PHC greatly appreciates the support we receive from Canaan and will 
continue to work hard to meet your needs in 2020. For more 






VISITING NURSE AND HOSPICE 
FOR VT AND NH 
Home Health, Hospice and Skilled Pediatric Services in Canaan, NH 
Visiting Nurse and Hospice for Vermont and New Hampshire (VNH) is a compassionate, non-profit 
healthcare organization committed to providing the highest quality home health and hospice services to 
individuals and their families. VNH provides care for people of all ages and at all stages in life, and 
delivers care to all, regardless of ability to pay.  
VNH services reduce costs associated with town programs for emergency response and elder care.  With 
quality care provided at home, there is less need for costly hospital and emergency room trips.  And with 
VNH support, residents can age in place rather than relocating to a state or local nursing home.    
Between July 1, 2018 and June 30, 2019 VNH made 1,472 homecare visits to 82 Canaan residents. This 
included approximately $52,808 in unreimbursed care to Canaan residents.  
 Home Health Care: 1,054 home visits to 68 residents with short-term medical or physical needs.  
 Hospice Services: 417 home visits to 13 residents who were in the final stages of their lives. 
 Skilled Pediatric Care: 1 home visit to 1 resident for well-baby, preventative and palliative 
medical care. 
Additionally, residents made visits to VNH wellness clinics at local senior and community centers 
throughout the year, receiving low- and no-cost services including blood pressure screenings, foot care, 
and flu shots. 
Canaan’s annual appropriation to VNH helps to ensure that all have access to quality care when and 
where it is needed most.  On behalf of the people we serve, we thank you for your continued support. 
Sincerely, 







Program Center · 38 Bank Street · Lebanon, NH 03766 
every hour, every day · 866-348-WISE 
tel: 603-448-5922 · fax: 603-448-2799 · www.wiseuv.org 
 
2019 WISE Overview 
 
Mission Statement: 
WISE leads the Upper Valley to end gender-based violence through survivor-centered advocacy, 
prevention, education and mobilization for social change. 
For almost 50 years, WISE has been the sole provider of crisis advocacy and support for victims 
of gender-based violence within 21 communities of the Upper Valley, including the Town of 
Canaan. WISE is a non-profit organization dedicated to supporting people and communities 
impacted by domestic violence, sexual violence and stalking. WISE offers a confidential and free 
24-hour crisis line, peer support groups and workshops, emergency shelter, safety planning and 
accompaniment to hospitals, police stations, court houses and other social service agencies.  
In FY19, WISE provided advocacy and support to 1,427 people, 73.4% of whom reached out to 
WISE for the first time, which is reflective of our outreach efforts and new co-locations. WISE 
supported 67 residents of Canaan, which is a 34.3% increase over FY18. WISE received 11,271 
calls on the crisis line, provided 795 accompaniments to local hospitals, courts, police 
departments, child advocacy centers, and other service locations, hosted 43 shelter guests in the 
Safe Home, and provided emergency shelter to 140 people. WISE increased accessibility to 
advocacy by offering physical co-locations at Windsor Connection Resource Center, Good 
Neighbor Health Clinic, Upper Valley Haven, and Junction Youth Center. The new WISE spaces 





Town of Canaan  
For 2019 
In FY 2019, a total of 583,140 passenger trips were boarded on Advance 
Transit’s fixed routes, 7,559 of which were boarded within the Town of 
Canaan. AT provides seven scheduled runs each weekday between Canaan 
and Lebanon, with connections to destinations in Hanover, West Lebanon, 
and White River Junction.   
AT operates a modern fleet of clean-diesel buses, several of which have been 
replaced within the past year.  Now all buses serving Canaan are cleaner-
emissions, easier-loading, low-floor buses with wheelchair ramps.   As 
reported last year riders continue to give high marks for service quality, 
including comfort and cleanliness of buses and safety and courtesy of bus 
drivers 
Perhaps you don’t drive, but if you do, you are probably enjoying some extra 
savings due to low gas prices; save even more by commuting on Advance 
Transit’s FREE bus service.  Our sponsors invest in free transit service as a 
way of reducing the number of cars in congested areas including downtown 
Hanover, on the Dartmouth College campus, and at the Dartmouth-Hitchcock 
Medical Center, where parking is expensive and in short supply.    
If you are not familiar with our services, you can plan a trip by visiting our 
website www.advancetransit.com.  The website works well across all 
platforms, including smartphones.  You can also download Advance 
Transit’s free smartphone app - just go to the app store and search 
“advancetransit.”  The website and smartphone app provide bus arrival 
information in real time using GPS trackers on the buses. If you would rather 
talk live with a real customer service person, you can call our offices at 802-
295-1824, 8-4:30, Monday through Friday.  Need help learning to navigate
the Advance Transit system?  Free travel training is available to groups and
individuals through a partnership with Vital Communities.
Advance Transit’s mission is: “To assure the continued livability and 
accessibility of Upper Valley communities by providing safe, effective and 
friendly public transportation services.” Our Vision:  “Moving the Upper 
Valley Forward.” 
Thank you for supporting public transportation in your community. 
Van Chesnut, Executive Director 
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Executive Council 
State House Room 207 MICHAEL J. CRYANS 
107 North Main Street Executive Councilor
Concord, NH 03301      District One  
WWW.NH.GOV/COUNCIL 
(603) 271-3632
Entire  Counties of Coos and Grafton,  the incorporated place of Hale’s Location,  the towns of Albany, Alton, 
Andover, Bartlett, Brookfield, Center Harbor, Chatham, Conway, Cornish, Croydon, Danbury, Eaton, Effingham, 
Freedom, Gilford, Grantham, Hart’s Location, Hill,  Jackson, Madis on, Meredith, Middleton, Milton, Moultonborough, 
New Durham, New Hampton, New London, Newport, Ossipee, Plainfield, Sanbornton, Sandwich, Springfield, 
Sunapee ,  Tamworth, Tilton, Tuftonboro, Wakefield, Wilmot and Wolfeboro, and the cities of Claremont and L aconia  
2019 Year End Report from Councilor Michael Cryans 
On January 3, 2019, I passed my one-year anniversary serving on the Executive Council for District One. 
This District is made up of over 100 towns and four cities (Berlin, Claremont, Laconia and Lebanon). It covers up to ½ of 
the land area from Tilton to Pittsburg. 
The Council, which has 5 members, each represent approximately 275,000 constituents. The Council meets 
approximately every 2 weeks and most of the meetings are held in Concord, except for the 6 meetings during the 
summer.  These summer meetings are held in the five Council Districts along with one hosted by the Governor. I chose 
Littleton and will be looking for a community to host the meeting next summer. 
The Executive Council votes on all contracts with the state over $10,000 as well as appointments to Boards and 
Commissions.  Fifty-four persons from District One were confirmed to various positions on State Boards and 
Commissions this year. The Council also votes on Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners of State Agencies as well as 
confirms the appointment of judges to serve in New Hampshire District, Supreme and Superior Courts.   
I have traveled to all the towns and cities as well as the seven counties in this District.  The function that I enjoy the most 
is constituent service.  I like to assist, if I can, with the issues that arise from individual concerns to general issues in 
towns and cities in the District.  You can always reach out to me with issues of concern.  
This year I hosted the Department of Transportation GACIT Meetings in Lebanon, Claremont, Berlin and North Conway.  
GACIT stands for The Governor’s Advisory Commission on Intermodal Transportation. This Commission is required to 
propose a plan for improvements to our state transportation system every two years, ultimately creating what is known 
as the Ten Year Highway Plan. 
If you wish to serve on any Boards or Commissions, please submit your resume to me and Jonathan Melanson of the 
Governor’s office.  The Boards and Commissions, along with the qualifications needed, can be reviewed at 
http://sos.nh.gov/GC2.aspx .  
Please feel free to contact me if you feel I can be helpful.  My contact information is Michael.Cryans@NH.gov or    
603-443-1901 or PO Box 999, Hanover, NH 03755.
Remember, I am here to serve you.  
Sincerely,       
Michael Cryans 
Executive Councilor, District One 
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Dear Veteran, 
The White River Junction VA Medical Center is attempting to contact 
all Veterans in our catchment area of Vermont and New Hampshire 
who are not enrolled or are enrolled and no longer utilizing our 
services. If you currently receive our services, please pass this note on 
to a Veteran who may benefit.  
We offer a wide variety of services including assistance to Veterans 
who are homeless or unemployed to providing primary and specialty 
care. We have a robust mental health department offering one-on-one 
counseling, peer support, group sessions, and more. There is a 
designated treatment area for our women Veterans at the Women’s 
Comprehensive Care Clinic; a safe space. 
The White River Junction VA Medical Center has seven community-
based outpatient clinics. They are located in Bennington, Rutland, 
Brattleboro, Newport and Burlington, Vermont; in New Hampshire we 
offer services in Keene and Littleton. We are here to serve all Veterans, 
please do not hesitate to contact us, if for no other reason than to 
register/enroll with us in case of future need.  
Our eligibility office in White River Junction can be reached at 802-
295-9363 extension 5118.  A single form - VA form 10-10EZ – and a 
copy of the DD214 is all that is needed.  
The American Legion, Disabled American Veterans and the Veterans 
of Foreign Wars have full time service officers that are knowledgeable 
about our programs.  These independent organizations serve all 
Veterans including nonmembers in processing disability and pension 
claims. They can be reached in White River Junction at: 
American Legion   802-296-5166 
Disabled American Veterans 802-296-5167 
Veterans of Foreign Wars 802-296-5168 
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Thank you for your service to our nation. On behalf of the White River 
Junction VA Medical Center team, we look forward to serving you.  
Respectfully; 
Becky Rhoads, Au.D.  
Associate Medical Center Director 
In Reply Refer to:  405/00 
White River Junction VA Medical Center 
215 North Main Street






Town of Canaan 
2019 Births 
 Date             Child’s Name                 Father / Mother                         Place 
01/02/19 Zachary Andrew Bolander Richard & Sarah Bolander LEBANON 
03/09/19 Elliott Kay Ordway Joshua & Lisa Ordway LEBANON 
03/09/19 Lydia Palma Sainsbury Colin & Kimberly Sainsbury LEBANON 
03/11/19 Wyatt Douglas Poisson Russell & Victoria Poisson LEBANON 
04/11/19 Charlotte Ann Grace Timothy & Heather Grace LEBANON 
04/17/19 Malikai Carl Hamel Corey Hamel & Ashley Malone LEBANON 
05/09/19 Lawson Dell Walker Justin & Janelle Walker LEBANON 
05/16/19 Parker James Colburn Richard & Jillian Colburn LEBANON 
05/17/19 Maverick Robert Hitt Christopher & Samantha Hitt LEBANON 
05/20/19 Beckett Hudson Wright Shawn Wright & Sonja Blair LEBANON 
05/30/19 Karsen Theodore Nelson Noah Nelson & Brianna Kendall LEBANON 
06/07/19 Alayna Mae Belisle David Belisle & Jaymi Borneman LEBANON 
06/21/19 Warren Rey Stone Jeremy & Karen Stone LEBANON 
06/26/19 Charleigh Elizabeth Hurley Cody Hurley & Megan Pecor LEBANON 
06/29/19 Willow Eleanor Mackwood Matthew & Cristina Mackwood LEBANON 
07/12/19 Olivia Marie Shattuck Matthew & Ashley Shattuck LEBANON 
07/27/19 Sophie Marie Gherardi Patrick & Gina Gherardi LEBANON 
08/01/19 Beckett David Flanders Zachary Flanders & Kayley Sanville LEBANON 
10/07/19 Violette Eloise Bergeron Geoffrey & Linsay Bergeron LEBANON 
10/23/19 Mackenna Jay Harbeck Eric Harbeck, Jr & Ashlee Harbeck LEBANON 
11/17/19 Eleanor Grace Considine Bryden & Emma Considine LEBANON 
11/27/19 Rhea Mira Leblanc Samuel Leblanc & Melissa Stewart LEBANON 
12/04/19 Piper Lorraine Hansen Keith & Rachel Hansen LEBANON 
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 Town of Canaan 
2019 Marriages 
       Date           Place              Person A Person B 
04/05/2019 Canaan Nicole M. Manning Eric C. Williams 
05/18/2019 Grafton Anthony P. Matras Melissa D. Salvail 
05/25/2019 Canaan Lisa L. Wheeler Thomas J. Coates, Jr. 
06/08/2019 Etna Allen R. Boivin Erica L. Swett 
09/07/2019 Haverhill James J. Brown Stacy A. Simoneau 
09/14/2019 Canaan Nicholas S. Farnsworth Mallory R. Lawn 
10/05/2019 Canaan Sawyer J. Lyman Alix M. Hurley 
10/11/2019 Canaan Brittney N. Morrill Jacob S. Neily 
11/14/2019 Enfield Emmanuel Paragios Christine L. Guittar 
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       Town of Canaan 
                                          2019 Deaths 
 
                             
 
                                    Date of        Decedent’s          Place          Father’s                  Mother’s 
                                    Death           Name                                     Name                       Name   
01/14/19 Thelma Snell Canaan George Gurney Rachel Mastera 
01/16/19 Arlene Laroe Canaan Norman Stone Eva Unknown 
01/28/19 Rodman Rocke Claremont Norman Rocke Alice Charbono 
01/30/19 Robert Martin Keay Lebanon Thomas Martin Agnes Keay 
02/10/19 Frederick Brabant Lebanon William Brabant Shirley Davison 
03/14/19 Susan Estes Canaan Earle Tucker Eva Rameor 
03/30/19 John Dow Canaan Ralph Dow Dorothy Webster 
04/06/19 Frederick Bryson Canaan Frederick Bryson Ellan Jagger 
04/08/19 John Granton Canaan John Granton Shirley Vandermark 
04/16/19 Peter Nadeau Canaan Roland Nadeau Beulah Mitchell 
04/21/19 Anne Decato Lebanon Robert Maines Cordelia Wallace 
06/11/19 Rose Buckwold Lebanon Harry Powell Martha Brown 
06/13/19 Erica Jenkins Lebanon Frederick Lindner, III Darlene Milone 
06/13/19 Rhoda Smith Lebanon Frank Smith Myrtle Lord 
06/16/19 William Lyon, Jr. Lebanon William Lyon, Sr Julia Unknown 
07/11/19 Stanley Vysocky, Jr Lebanon Stanley Vysocky Eleanor Tremblay 
08/23/19 Nancy Trussell Lebanon Isaac Truman, Jr Esther Goodwin 
09/02/19 Robert Hewes Canaan Victor Hewes Ona Jillson 
09/05/19 Gertrude Birkrem Hanover Raymond Hayes Catherine Murphy 
09/09/19 Frances Hutchins Canaan Hugh Duffy Katherine O’Connor 
10/12/19 Gary Broughall Canaan Stephen Broughall Elaine Yelle 
10/19/19 Leon Brooks Lebanon Leon Brooks Esther Gallagher 
10/30/19 Freeman Pierce, Jr Warner Freeman Pierce, Sr Ruth Eastman 
11/23/19 Arthur Herrin Unity Chauncey Herrin Beulah Dudley 
12/22/19 Heather Poland Lebanon Mark Poland Tammy Healey 




DEPARTMENT PHONE HOURS OF OPERATION 
Canaan Ambulance (Business) 523-8808
       56 Rt. 118 




Fire Dept. (Business) 
       62 Rt. 118 
       Chief Bill Bellion 523-4850
Fire Dept. (Emergency) 911
cfdchief@canaannh.org 
--------------------------------------------- 
Highway Garage Bob Scott Supt. 523-4344 Mon.- Fri. 7am -3:30 pm
chdbob@canaannh.org Summer Mon.-Thur. 6am – 4pm 
Highway Mechanic Tom Marlar 523-4926
chdmechanic@canaannh.org   
     54 Rt. 118 
--------------------------------------------- 
Canaan Library Mon. 3-8 pm Tues. 1-8 pm 
      1169 US Rt. 4 Wed. 1-8 pm Thurs. 1-5 pm 
      Amy Thurber 523-9650 Fri. 9 AM – Noon
circulationdesk@canaanlibrary.org Sat. 9 AM-3 pm 
--------------------------------------------- 
Police Station (Business) Mon. – Fri. 6 am – 2 am 
     Chief Sam Frank 523-7400 Sat. & Sun. 8 am – 2 am
sfrank@canaanpolice.com 
Police Station (Emergency) 911
--------------------------------------------- 
Sewer Treatment Plant 
      Transfer Station Rd 
Water Treatment Plant  523-9280
       Fernwood Farms Rd. c304-9380
John Coffey Operator 
--------------------------------------------- 
Town Offices General 523-4501 Mon. - Fri. 8 am – 4 pm
1169 US Rt. 4 
      Town Administrator    523-4501  Administrator open M-F 8-4
      Mike Samson Ext 5
townadmin@canaannh.org c707-9349 
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Assessing/Selectmen 523-4501   Mon. – Fri.  8 am – 4 pm  
      Sherrill Zani Ext. 3
szani@canaannh.org 
--------------------------------------------- 
Finance Director 523-4501    Same except closed 
      Gloria Koch Ext 7    Friday 
gkoch@canaannh.org 
--------------------------------------------- 
Building Inspector  523-4501
      Sherrill Zani Ext 4 Mon. – Fri.  8 am – 4 pm  
--------------------------------------------- 
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Mon. Wed. & Fri. 9 am -Noon 
      1169 US Rt.4 523-7106           &  1:00 pm- 4:00 pm 
      Vicky McAlister Ext 2           Wed. 6 pm-8:00 pm 
vmcalister@canaannh.org Tues. Thurs. & Sat.  9 am - Noon 
--------------------------------------------- 
Town Maintenance  
Mike Samson 523-4501  See Administrator
townadmin@canaannh.org Ext. 5
--------------------------------------------- 
Town Welfare Mon.- Fri. 9:00 am to Noon 
      1169 US Rt. 4 523-9901
Nelson Therriault Ext 6
--------------------------------------------- 
Transfer Station Tues. & Thur. 2-6 PM 
      Transfer Station Rd. Wed. & Fri. 7 AM – 11 AM 
      J.R. Defosse 523-7952 Sat. 8 AM – 2 PM
--------------------------------------------- Closed Sunday & Monday 
Town Holidays 
New Years, Martin Luther King, President’s Day, Memorial Day, 4th of 
July, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving and 
following day, two days at Christmas 
Town Web Site 
Canaannh.org 
Sign up on the website for unexpected closings and notices! 
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